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IHTROIHJOTIOS
Purpose of the Study
ivory counselor uses certain unique resources accord*
ing to his own training and personal persuasion. The
psychiatrist may utilize the technique of free association
and the phenomena of transference or dream analysis in his
approach. Ha may also make use of certain physical therapies
such as insulin and electro-convulsive treatment, and even
psychosurgery and drug therapy. The clinical psychologist
will employ various tests and measurement: , both objective
and projective in his use of psychotherapy. The psychiatrist
relies primarily upon his own knowledge and skill to solve
problems of treatment and diagnosis, The psychologist is
committed to the development of instruments and methods to
aid in therapy. The Christian minister as a counselor is
not unlike other counselors in the use of resource that
are unique to his profession. The purpose of this thesis
is to analyze critically some of the distinctively religious
resources that the Christian minister utilizes and to present
an experimental evaluation in which some of these resources
were used in counseling with mentally ill persons.
Justification of the Study
The writer's interest in this realm was initiated
while enrolled in a course entitled "Principles of Pastoral
Care" at Asbury Theological Seminary in the Pall of 1962*
Partial fulfillment of the requirements of the course in
cluded religious interviews with patients at the Veterans'
Administration Hospital, Lexington, Kentucky* During the
Winter and Spring Quarters of 1963, tho writer participated
in a course entitled "Orientation to Clinical pastoral
Training* conducted at Kentucky State Hospital, Danville*
Kentucky* further work was taken in the Summer of 1963
under the auspices of the Institute of Pastoral Care at
Kentucky State Hospital in the course "clinical Pastoral
Training* "
In the above mentioned courses the writer was per
sonally involved with the use of religious resources with
mental patients* Out of that experience has evolved the
interest for further study which has lad to this thesis.
Importance of the Study
Seward Hiltner expressed the importance of a study
such as this, most succinctly in his book. Pastoral
Counseling*
3Here perhaps mora than la any other area of Interest
where pastoral counseling is the focus, we need more,
and more adequate, reports on actual emparlance.
Further experience, adequately studied and analyzed,
can disclose things which we do not now know. Hay
such study comd.l
It is the hope of the writer that this thesis will contribute
toward a fuller knowledge of the "distinctively religious
resources" utilized in pastoral care.
Jouroes of Information
Pastoral care is a rapidly expanding field within the
construct of the Christian ministry. With the contemporary
emphasis on counseling and person-canterednes s In other vo
cations, this aspect of the ministry is becoming increasingly
more Important. Pastoral care In the United statas has been
influenced reatly by the advances made In thi related fields
of psychiatry and psychology. The interests of religion and
mental health are approaching compatibility in -.any spheres
of mutual concern. The contemporary nature of this develop
ment has made it possible to use very recent material�.
Professional books and Journals, both psychological and
religious, have been consulted. The bibliography and foot
notes reflect tho extent of the sources examined in this study.
Igeward Klltner, Pastoral counseling (lew York:
Abingdon Press, 1959) � p. 226.
4The Writer's Bias
The analysis and evaluation of the material pursued
in this study was done from tha position of informed, con
servative evangelicalism. The writer believes that the Holy
Scriptures are inspired and revealed by Sod and are author
itative and normative la the on-going life of the Church,
The theology of pastoral oar a has its source in the Scrip
tures and the extentlon of its field is subject to the
biblical principles that are an inherent part of it, Tha
biblical understanding of man begins and ends in God, Kan
is a theologically oriented being who is both a part of
nature and who transcends nature. However, his transcen
dence always has priority, Man is made in Cod's image
(Can, 1:27), a little lower than the angels (Ps. 8:5), the
crown of all creation (Gen, 1:28) , with dominion over the
works of God's creation and with all things under his feat
(Ps, 8:6), As tha imago .Bel, man is capable of knowing
God and of responding to Him, but at the same time there
is a dialectical tansion prasent because man is also a
slave to sin and dead to God { iph, 2:1), At the core of
human nature it is assumed that tlure Is something radically
wrong, that man's Intended nature has become twisted, and
that only divine grace is capable of redeeming him.
5Becausa man Is tha creation of God, his freedom is
not to he equated with license. Ha Is free to do as ha
pleasas hut tha consequences of choice will either liberate
or enslave him. His existence demands a principle around
which ha can orient and direct his life. He must choose,
therefore, not whether ha will serve God, but which God ha
will serve�.the God who made him or tha gods ha has made.
To say that man is pre-deterrained by his inheritance and
environment la to distort his essential freedom. Man cannot
change many of tha circumstances surrounding his Ufa, but
ha can determine tha attitude with which he accepts these
limiting circumstances and herein is tha genius of man's
freedom under tha sovereignty of God,
In biblical psychology man is a unity, a total per
sonality created to enjoy communion with God, Tha Bible
also presents man as radically depraved. It does not mean
that every man Is as bad as he can ha and that there is no
good in him* It doss mean that sin extends into tha whole
of his nature and is raflacted in a condition of rebellion
toward God, This alienation from God is demonstrated in
tha spiritual sterility of man. Ha cannot achieve tha des
tiny for which he was created nor can he originate tha love
of God in his heart* Even tha knowledge that ha is the
aaaay of God and under His judgment, is not available to him.
6tha sooratie iajuaction, *Knm thyself ,* Is Is os -ibla apart
from Sod's grace , for �an h..n no heals hy which to teo� him
self until ha le known, ladleal depravity is attested by
tha fact that redemption, tha only solution tc tha condition,
ie always coneaivad as a divine gift-, Initiated outside of
man. It le a aew birth, a destruction of th; sinful self,
and implantation of a nm Ufa in tha image of Jesus Christ
by faith,
It is tha writer's view that a h�a�istie approach
to man is Inadequate and incompatible vita tha complex
a&tura of mar,. However, the knowledge of ean which tha
lamaalatlaally oriaatad discipline?* have advanced la not to
be disparaged but rather evaluated c rafully aad utilized to
tha extant that it is coital taut with biblical principles,
fhla study approaches the area of religious resources
la pastoral care from tha dual position of critical analysis
on the on* hand and experimental evaluation on tha other,
la tha second chapter soma distinctively religious resources
in the broad co text of pastoral care will be critically
analysed, Taa third chapter eontiauaa tha analytical intent
with critical investigation of thaaa religious resources la
tha mom defiaitiv� aspect of pastoral eectnaallag with tha
mentally ill, la tha fourth chapter tha study will aasuaa
7aa avaluatloaal posture, la tha introduction to that chapter
further information will ha given concerning tha experimental
procedure that was utilised, Tha final chapter will summar
ise both tha analytical and experimental phases of the study
and offer consequent conclusions.
CHAPTER II
A CRITICAL ANALTSIS OP SOM� BISTIMCTIVELY RELIGIOUS
RESOURCES IB PASTORAL CARE
Tha goal and purpose of pastoral cars Is to bring
healing and salvation to the human spirit. It is not pri
marily to the pastor nor to the church that tha care of
souls belongs. It is to Sod, in His supreme act of love
In Jasus Christ, that tha oars of souls belongs, "The
pastoral task, as it comes to every minister and every
Christian, is to respond to tha wonder of Sod's oare for
tha soul and to share with others such knowledge as ha has
of Sod's healing power,-1 Therefore, a discussion of tha
distinctively religious resources in pastoral care is a
discussion of the highest dimension within tha discipline,
I. A THEOLOGICAL DIALOGUE
Some who are engaged in pastoral care disagree sig
nificantly with tha abova presupposition. Particularly in
this country, pastoral cars is closely related to "mental
^Daniel Bay Williams, The Minister and the Care of,
Soula (Hew Xorks Harper and Brothers, 1961), p. 147.
9hygiene," "social casework," and "social therapy," Tha
taehno-psychological method is thought to ba very important,
but its religious content is graatly neglected, firillanburg
Wurth says that Ooe's thesis, "religion is psychology,"
still appears to dominate American pastoral care. The
result is that tha care of souls and the ministry of tha
divine word have nearly ceased to go together,2
�Seward Hlltaar deals with this criticism of American
pastoral c ra in two significant books: The Christian^
Shepherd and preface to Pastoral Theology.* &ox� recently
ha has dealt directly with this problem in an article
entitled "Freedom and Tradition in Pastoral Theology,"
Ha states,
�1sewhere In tha world, Christians are
likely to refer to us as too practical or aotiv-
istlc In America, let what my thesis implies is
that we have failed to push genuine practicality
to tha point where it makes a contribution to
basic theory, avan theological theory, so tha
practicality we actually possess must ba a da*
fioient kind, a sort of pseucio-praetieality, a
practicality of the gimmick. This is not alone
to be cured, as I sea It, by a more profound
penetration of doctrine, of tha Bible, or of
Christian history, important as those things are.
Wo need also to reach for a basically theological
theory within our operations themselves, no that
G, Bri ilenburg Wurth, Christian counseling la tha
Light of Modern Psychology (Philadelphia: Tha Prasbytarian
and leformed publishing Co, , 1962), p, 43*
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the operations illumlnata our theological
understanding and our theological understanding
actually shapes our operations. 5
If we follow Hlltner, tho relationship of pastoral c,.re
to theology may he described as a dialogue. The pastor
begins with theological presuppositions. He then gathers
the personal data of his own interviews with people and
the clinioal research of others. These supply him with
new material for theological questions and answers. /+
The Christian faith and pastoral care go hand in
hand. The Christian faith is that view of Cod's saving
love for people which revolutionizes man's way of living
with himself , with other persons, and with God. Pastoral
care is the term describing how this faith is reflected
in practical, day-by-day situations where Christians
minister to each other's naeda because of thair living
loyalty to Christ.5 "Christian theology, whether in tha
Bible or elsewhere, only becomes iliuminoua within tha care
Reward Hiltnar, "freedom and Tradition in Pastoral
Theology," Princeton seminar;/ Bulletin. 56 (October, 1962),
pp. 40-41.
Reward Hlltner, Preface to Pastoral Theology
(Hew Ifor&s Abingdon Press, 195c* )� p. 220.
^Charles Duell Sean, Christian paith and Pastoral
Care (Greenwich, Conn.: The Seabury Press, 1961), P. 5.
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of souls and to that art eat all theology la pastoral
6
theology. "
A naw appraisal of pastoral c&ro in the light of
this situation has been given by Francis . cacnub. It
is his opinion taut tha coneapt and practices of pastoral
care can be understood only as It is actually integrated
with theology,
So long as our pastoral care is just a
matter of doing "this* or doing "that1 our work
has no foundation. There aas a time whan Peter
could say to that man at the gate of tha Temple,
'In the name of Jesus Christ of Masareth, rise
up and walk I * Today these words have lost thair
compelling power. It is Insufficient for us to
say, *So long as we do it in tha name of Christ
what matter about all this talk of theology J",,,
One can hardly call it a faithful ministry which
forever skates about on tha surface without dis
covering or revealing tha life-themes on which
tha people moid their lives,,,. How urgent it
is for us to articulate our theology embracing
pastoral cara as a bona fide branch,'
This chapter attempts to approach thin urgent aeed
of which Macaab speaks, by articulating some of tha dis
tinctively religious resources in pastoral care.
�Fraderle Greaves, Theology and tha cara of. Souls
(Maahassat, Sew fork: Channel Press, lac, 1962), p. 40.
^Praacis Macaab, "Tha Broadening Scope of tha
Pastor's Role in Our Modern situation,1' The Journal of
Pastoral Oara. 16 (Pall, 1962), p, 164,
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II. OmASlZAllQS OP 2H3 OIUPT^R
Wayne Outes emphasizes four b .sic Protestant
principles that define and Illustrate the practice of
pastoral care.� Seward Hlltner organizes his concept
of pastoral care around five basic Protestant principles,^
Tha contribution of these man has been reduced to five
essential principles in this thesis, all reflecting the
Protestant view. The distinctively religious resources
In pastoral care will be treated undar tha following
general headings! (1) Tha sovereignty of God, the lordship
of Christ, and the presence of tha Holy Spirit; (2) The
universal priesthood of tha balievar and tha consequent
worth of the individual; (3) The common need of man and
the sufficiency of God's graca; (4) Tha concept of tha
church as tha Christian community of beliavers; and
(5) Tha Christian pastor as an authentic person,
^Wayne .3* Oatas, Protestant Pastoral Counseling
{Philadelphia! Westminster Press, 1962}',' pp. 25-34,'"
^Seward Hlltner, The Christian Shepherd (Sew York!
Abingdon Press, 1959), PP. 6S-6�.
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III, R23CCRCS3 THAT BiRIYJ FROK THi SOV.SSIGBTY
OF GOP, tm LORDSHIP OF CHRIST, AID THJ
mssmos of thj holy spirit
Theology and Pastoral . jCara
Much theological debate centers upon the nature
of divine revelation, William Temple* s remark, "Revelation
is not in propositions but in events," has become a cliche '
la much contemporary theology. This assertion usefully
points to those events of sacred history recorded la the
Bible which are the supreme revelatory work of God, The
attempt to limit the meaning of revelation to the events
only is theologically unsatisfactory and therapeutically
ineffective. Revelation is Intellectually impossible whea
Christian faith is separated frost theological statements.
The fact that Jesus diad under ontiua Pilate la
not a theological statement. But that Ha diad for our sins
Is a theological proposition and it is this statement based
on fact which is the Gospel, Tha fact that after Pentecost
tha Church began to take shape is an historical statement.
But that this occurred through tha operation of tha Holy
Spirit is a theological statement, "treats without meaning
can have no revelatory content, and as soon as we consider
meaning we r aquire statements*- in this instance theological
14
statemento,"*0 Therefore, It is my conviction that theology
does have a vital place in tha process of pastoral care*
Pastoral oars includes theological convictions* Tha sain
lssua at stake is how to relate Christian doctrine and yet
ba sensitive to individual attitudes and personal needs*
Whan theology springs alive from tha faca-to*faca ancountars
of counseling the pastor "has brought tha sacred things of
God to tha human situation of his people with reverence
11
for their personalities and assurance of God*s concern,*
TiLhe Triune God
Tha relationship of tha parsons of tha Trinity may
become a technical problem in systematic theology and may
have littla relevance in a person *s searoh for Cod* Bat
what tha doctrine of tha Trinity expresses concerning the
placa of lov� and freedom in God* a being, is highly par-
12
tinant in pastoral care* Whenever wa think about father,
Son, or Spirit, our thoughts are directed toward tha same
God, "who as tha Father hath made ma and all tha world,
who as tha Son hath redeemed ma and all mankind, and who
^Grooves, oj>. clt*. p, 39*
^Wayne 3, Gates, Introduction to Pastoral
Counseling (�ashvllle,Tenn, t Broadraan Press, 1959) � P* 250,
^Williams, Oj>� clt,, p, 56,
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as the Holy Ghost aaaetiflath as and all tha peaplj of
to ba alndful of all tha ravealad action of tha triune God,
to recall all that God doas as Father, ~;oa, and Holy Spirit.
In practice, this means the pastor must sea which aspect
of this total work is most needed by those whom he is
seeking to haip. If it appears presumptuous to hope that
a man may thus recognize the need of others, one can only
say that unless that is possible, pastoral care Is wholly
impractical.1*
Christ* Tha Governing Reaourea
Williams holds that tha kay to pastoral eara 11 js
in tha Christological canter of our faith. Only through
Ohrist is man brought to full humanity under God, With
this theological resource at the canter of Christian faith,
a double aspect la pastoral care is derived from it. First,
every aan is to ba built up into tha body of Christ, tha
Church, The second aspect or tha derived resource is that
aach man's life is his own individual gift and is to ba
Davotloa (Mew rorkr Harper and Brothers,
God." Howevar, in pastoral cara it is also necessary
13
Greaves, op, cit. , p� 60,
16
directed in tha spirit of love and mutual trurjt,1^ This is
not merely a theoretical principle that Christ is the contar
and starting point, hat rather the essential, governing
r a source, "All our care of souls Is legitimate and im
portant only Insofar as it leaves room for Christ} insofar
as it leads man to him and teaches them how to hand under
tha Shepherd's crook of his Word,*16
"Tha Relevance of tha Ministry in Our Time and Its
Theological Foundation1' is tha title of an articla written
by Paul Tillich, Ha turns to tha picture of tha "suffering
Servant" as tha essential theological resource which is
able to grasp the mind In every sociological and psycho
logical situation and which makes tha ministry relevant
17
wherever it is pronounced, ' Christ is tha Third Kan la
18
every human relationship. Whan wa take seriously tha
fact that Christ 1� the Mediator, than tha necessity for
tha Bible and tha Church becomes plain, and tha place of
doctrine about Cod, and of pastoral theology which deals
^Williams, clt,. PP* 13,19*
16
Brlllenburg Wurta, oj>, clt,. p* 102,
^Hans Hofmaaa, editor, Making tha Ministry Ralavant
(Saw lorkj Charles Scribnar's Sons, 1900), p. 32.
18
Williams, 0�, clt*. p, 67.
17
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with that doctrine becomes clearly apparent* then we see
the pastoral work of Christ, Himself, as part of the meaning
of His whole work of redemption, we understand both the
primacy of His own pastoral work and tha character and
scope of the Church's pastoral ministry.20
The Holy Spirit as the counselor
The Christian pastor beliavee that God himself is
at work within tha human heart through tha operation of
tha Holy Spirit. la pastoral care he seeks to co-operate
with "tha Unseen Power*' whosa life-giving energy was
21
promised by our Lord as a resource to His followars*
Seward Hlltner urges the Christian pastor to gala some
training and to develop proper attitudes. In tha same
article, entitled "pastoral Counseling and the Ministry"
ha stresses that ona should "ba alert to tha work of the
Holy Spirit which, while no cousin of obscurantists, never
theless, often transcends our bast Intentions and redeems
22
our worst actions*"




21Paul Rountree Clifford, Tha Pastoral Calling
Seek, Sew Torki The OhannelPress, 1961), p. 122.
Ho f�ana, ojs. clt. , p. 125.
18
Tha taaehlag of the Saw Jestaisaat in raferanea to
tha Holy Spirit is an indispensable resource for tha
practice of pastoral counseling. Tha spiritually secure
pastor is confidant that tha life of his counseled is
actually in tha hands of God. Tha Holy Spirit is the
23
Counselor. Paul Johnson has so aptly stated this position!
A dlraetiva counsellor say vast authority in
himself as tha healer. A non-directive coun
sellor may vast authority in the parson as one
who solves his own problems. A pastoral coun
sellor will vast authority in tha oreative
Holy Spirit working in both through a relation
ship that Is not a dualism of couaaallor and
parson, but a trinity of Creator, parson, and
counsellor,2*
nr. Rjsotmeis that smiv & mom Tin ovxvjatsAX. prijjthood
OP BILX3VJR8 AMD THJ OOSSJSQDJHIT WOHTH
Of TH^ IEDIVIDUAL
Universal priesthood of Beliayers
Tha doctrine of tha universal priesthood of ballavers
elevates every man to an equal place before God, This is
the doctrine which distinguishes Protestantism from other
religious groups. This is what makes it a saving society
250ates, Protest ant Pastoral Counseling, pp. 57-59.
24,
Jamas 211 skat and
PSUl
a co^Ltd ?,'l||Ir p|ln3l!ra'tA0� (LoadosJ
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instead of a collection of conflicting personalities,25
aacrednass of Personality
To Jesus the person was of supreme worth, greater
than institutional or moralistic values. This is one of
tha most profound resources in pastoral care. The Gospel
does not speak of a "mass-man," Its message continually
reminds us that to God a human being is of infinite worth;
he never becomes a mere number, "There is no religion la
which the Individual human person is given his due so funda
mentally and completely, and in which his Interests are so
zealously guarded, as In the Christian Religion,*2^
Vital leads Recognized
Closely connected with this concept of the eacrednass
of personality is another highly significant resource,
Jesus Insisted on the necessity of reforming the most
Intimate inner attitudes of a parson's heart. He was not
content to deal with external behavior. In his insistence
on tha importance of changing inner attitudes, Jesus and
250lifford, oj�, clt,. p. 124,
^Carroll A, Wlae, Pastoral Counseling (Hew Yorkj
Harper and Brothers, 1951 ), p. �46.
27
'Brillenburg warth, oj>. clt.. p, 120.
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28tha modern psychotherapists are in olosa agreement.
The vital dynamic needs of a man ars dealt with in pastoral
care, not merely the pori feral symptoms of maladjustment.
Authentic Peraoaal Regard
A final resource in this regard is a realization
that techniques, no matter how efficient or refined, are
never sufficient in themselves. In pastoral care, one
oan only help another to the extent that there is authentic
engagesant la a personal sense. In pastoral care, a
primary conviction is that wa cannot holp a parson in
any real sanae unless our Interest In and concern for him
ara genuine.2^
7. RSS00R0J3 THAT BJRIT3 PROM THJ COMMOB UMW OP MAS
AMD TH3 SUfPICIifflOT OP OOP'S GRAOiS
Man's Universal Basd--A faith in God.
Carl Jung says that "the individual who is not
anohorad in God can offer ao resistance on his own resources
to tha physical and moral blandishments of the world,
2\fise, o�. clt,. p. 148.
29Hiltner, j^a christian Shepherd, p. 24,
C. G, Jung, Tj3a Uadlsoovarad sglf (Boston:
Littla, Brown and 0o.7l957. 1958), p. 321.
John HcJaill concludes tlx t when all tha resources of
science have bean brought to bear on a man's distresses,
the pr!d<2 that protects his sin witholds him froa the
attainment of full health. "Man is a child of God,
strangely prone to reject the divine fatherhood and in
this aberration he finds himself frustrated and self-
31
exiled from his true Inheritance, " Tha common naad of
man is to ba brought back into a vital relationship with
his Creator, Tha Christian counselor knows that there is
no final solution of tha ills of life othar than through
faith in God, Tha meaning of this relationship is not
treated as an addendum to pastoral work, but rather eon-
stltutas the very foundation of tha oare of souls,
Tha only adequate aaswar to tha multitudinous
bewilderments of our time Is a strong, firmly grounded
personal faith in God, who gives meaning and purpose to life
Tha Christian pastor knows that there is power in tha Christ
lan faith to make life meaningful, fhe pastor-counselor's
33
greatest resource is his own first-hand faith in God,
51John T, Meleili, A History of. the pure of. Souls
(Saw York: Harper and Brothers, 195177 P� 321.
32
Williams, 0�, p� 36,
^John Sutherland Boaaell, Psychology for pastor
and Paople (Haw fork; Harper and Brothars, I960), p. 32,
2?
Dynamic individual faith is a vital resource in pastoral
cars, Tha emotionally mature religious counselor is able
to offar a permissive setting so tha person can work out
hie own religious* faith* "It is only that faith which
each person works out for himself that will function for
both tha growth and tha integration of personality, or for
�54
tha salvation of tha parson.
This kind of personal faith In God not only provides
personal salvation, but it also enable p tha pastor to
extend his confidence and trust to his fallowmen in a
greater way, Faith in God does not make one blind to tha
presence of sin and its damaging effects on men, but it
rather opens one's ayes to what God's grace can do in sinful
and depraved men, Tha trust that we can extend to our
fallowsan, the confidence that we can offer them is a vital
resource.
And even if in our loveless, suspicious world,
everybody else should refuse to grant such con-
fidanoa, for fear of being disappointed, a
spiritual adviser who wishes to be an image
of his great Master oaanot, must not, and dare
not refuse this trust* Oa the contrary la his
heart Is tha love that 'thlnketh no evil' but
'bellevath all things* '35
5\isa, 0�, clt.. p* 220,
35Brillenburg Wurth, 0�, clt.� p, 112
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Acceptance
Whan tha Christian pastor applies this resource of
trust and confidence, another asset comas into focus. It
Is the foaling of acceptance. Pastoral care does not
function without the acceptance of tha person with all
of his conflicts, negatives, defiances, and sin* iieward
Hlltner considers acceptance to ha tha crucial factor la
pastoral care,36 paul Tillloh attempts to communicate to
modern Christians the real meaning of tha Protestant doc
trine of justification through graea by faith in terms
�57
of acceptance* Through Jesus Christ, Sod accept� man
not In terms of his acceptability, but through faith
brought about by the prevalent grace that makes faith
possible* Harala is an axtremaly slgnifloant resource in
pastoral care*
Forgiveness and Confession
Closely connected with tha concept of acceptance
is tha doctrine of forgiveness. However wa interpret the
thaological question of tha relationship of grace and
acceptance, both are resources in pastoral care, "Psycho
logical acceptance and the Gospel of forgiveness meat in
^Hlltner, TJg Christian Shepherd, p, 31*
3T
Paul Tllllch, Tha Courage Tjo jsa (Mew Haven j
Tale University Press, 1932Tt
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the work of the Christian Pastor." Bonsell feels that
the most important asset of the pastor-oounselor Is his
knowledge and experience of the healing and transforming
�50
power of divine forgiveness. In the Cato Lectures of
I960, Frederic Greaves st aster- that "it Is certain that it
is upon th � fact Of Cod's forgiving grace that the pastoral
ministry of tha church should be centered."*0 Whan the
minister speaks of forgiveness, he is not merely announcing
a doctrine which tha Church teaches, but he is declaring a
41
present and powerful resource for every day living. the
reason that tha Church often falls in the task of pastoral
care is because it fails to utilize this central resource.
Whan the forgiveness of sins, in complete unconditionally
and freedom, becomes tha ground upon which tha Church stands,
42
a proper view of pastoral care will result.
There la a vital relationship between the concept
of forgiveness and tha practice of confession. Tha emphasis
58Williaas, o�. clt., p. 92*
39
Bonnell, oj>. clt. , p. 36.
40
Craeves, oj>* pit., p. 119.
(Richmond
Williams, o�. ci�., p. 37.
42
Muard Thuraayaaa, � Theology og Pastoral. Care
, Va.i Joan Knox Brass, 1962), p. 176.
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on counseling in the Church la bringing back into pastoral
cara tha profound raalltids of the confession* In combining
tha realities which the Christian faith historically, has
found in tha practice of confession with the bast scientific
knowledge of personality, It is putting at tha disposal of
tha Chareh a profoundly significant approach to very deep
human needs, tha Protestant pastor who is near to tha
heart of Cod and sensitive to his people's feelings atlll
listens to their confessions,
Justification, 3y Faith
la all truly Protestant pastoral care, justification
ba faith will always ba a prima rasource. This concept
alone frees man from tha endless and hopeless penitential
struggle. Cod's redeeming grace evokes siaoare and godly
sorrow, Shis resource is clearly scan in Christ's pastoral
care of Zacehaeua. Whan Jesus catered tha housa of thin
sinner aad had bean reoeivad with joy and worked the miracle
of tha remission of his alas, than the ayes of Zacchaeus
ware opened to the depth of his sins aad restitution fol
lowed.45 She airacla of diviaa graca is that the work of
43Wisa, o�* PP* 155-156.
**Oatea, TJu| Christian Pastor* p. 104,
45Luka 19*1-10,
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Justification is instantaneous, "this moment a man may be
estranged from God, the next moment right with Him; today a
man may be gripped in the power of evil, aad before night
.46
falls begin to be free." The church that loses tha
expectation that these things can happen, has wandered far
from tha Gospel, aad has conceded one of its most vital
resources in pastoral care.
Christian Holiness
Tha doctrine of sanotiflcation and tha deeper under
standing of Christian holiness is an Indispensable alamaat
la pastoral care, Tha fear of an exaggerated perfeotlonlam
has rendered this dynamic resource almost invalid in the
work of pastoral theology, Frederic Greaves declares in
succinct style what must ba done in order to restore this
vibrant rasouroa to pastoral carat
Perhaps tha word 'holy' is almost beyond rescue
in popular usage; but what It stands for must ba
recovered. Only as holiness is seen to ba tha
Ufa of leva (agape), tha leva which belongs by
nature to God, and which can ba shared by those
who are cleansed and em rowered by the Holy Spirit,
can we recapture the paaning of entire sanctlfl-
cation. Only as holiness is Interpreted in terms
of Christ-likeness , and Christ-llkeaesa is under
stood as tha consequence of sharing in Christ's
own life, can tha thought of perfect lova become
Greeves, o�, clt.. p. 70
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clear. Thus a large part of the whole body of
Christian doctrine is relevant to the under
standing of the nature of tha sanctified life.
All tills theology is of prime importance in the
cure of souls,47
Assurance
Likewise, the doctrine of assurance has been neg
lected as a resource in pastoral care. This has come about
largely as a result of separating the Holy Spirit's activity
from the doctrine and thus fostering tha deadly sias of
pride and salf-cuntaradness, nevertheless, there is no
aspect of the Christian teaching about personal salvation
which mora clearly illustrates tha way in which theological
beliefs operate within pastoral care than tha doctrine of
assurance. For John Wesley, this resource was no substitute
for tha means of grace, nor did it Involve a final release
from temptations. Moods of despondency ware still part
of his Christian experience. Rather tha resource of




Christian experience has consistently proved that
prayer, tha reading aad proclamation of the Scripture, the
Ibid., p. 77.
*Ibld, . p, 80.
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fellowship of the believers, baptism audi holy comciunloa
are regular aad essential means of grace, "And so, in
the cure of souls, thase are tha supreme means by which
wa are cleansed and healed; these are tha supreme means by
which wa may receive heavenly nourishment,"*9
jacranents. Where tha sacramental forms are admin
istered within the context of acceptance aad reconciliation
they will prove abundantly resourceful for the task of
pastoral care.
It is true that the sacrament 3 are signs and
seals of God's self-expression to us, not of
anything which the church possesses by Itself;
but...we racalva God's grace as parsons living
In dynamic interchange with other persons, 50
This means that our response to God's grace is always mada
la the context of personal relationships, and this Is tha
sanetuary of pastoral care, Tha Christian pastor admin
isters tha Lord's Supper so that his people can sea tha
relationship batwaan tha sacramental communion and thair
own personal experience of forgiveness aad renewal,
Without tha pastoral influence, this Holy Celebration
may become a hollow formality,51 Baptism proclaims the
49
Ibid,, p. 87.





existence of the community of faith which sustains every
soul, Cartalaly, here is a notable resource In pastoral
care, Seward Hlltner emphasizes that the sacraments are
essential resources in pastoral care because they link
fundamental religious truth with the most common acts
of life,52
acrlpture. The pastor's greatest resource, humanly
speaking, is tha language of tha Scripture, Brlllanburg
Wurth has written;
I somewhere fouad the following words:
'Whan called upon to comfort others, wa
reveal what we have ourselves. If we prove to
possess only little, our task Is not thereby
annulled. Than It rather becomes clear that we
are not called upon to hand over our spiritual
property, but must ba ministers of tha divine
Word in tha hope that it may plaase Sod to use
it as an answar out of tha thunderstorm of
tortured thoughts, *53
Tha skillful pastor comes to know when the words
of tha Bible can ba spoken and truly heard. This demands
preparation aad continued renewal, if the message is to
have its true function,54 Tha wisdom of all authentic
pastoral care Is prayerful submission to tha Word,
52Hiltner, Pastoral Counseling, pp, 223-224.
53Brllienburg Wurth, o�. clt,, p, 240.
^Williams, oj>. clt.. p. 137.
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Tha pastor ' 3 daily acquaintance with the 3ibla is oaa of




Andrew Blackwood urgas a mora officiant use of
this resource whan he exhorts, "someone should write a
treatise about the pastor's ne ?d of searching tha Bible
everyday so as to ba ready for his parish ministry among
men and women. "-^
Certainly tha Joriptura Is relevant to every sit
uation, but tha pastor's approach is all important. If
tha pastor becomas preoccupied with the biblical passage,
tha parishioner is likely to conclude that the pastor has
taken the first opportunity to avoid his personal situatioa
57
aad had become engrossed la his own technical specialty.
But the pastor who is patlant enough to laarn the actual
nature of his parishioners' problems, and who is aware of
tha historical, factual, spiritual, and psychological
knowledge of tha Bible, can bring the scripture to bear
in pastoral relations. "Hera ha will find tha 'attitudinal
orleatation' suggested by modern therapists extremely
^Tburaeysea, oj>. clt.. p. 137.
^Andrew W. Blackwood, Pastoral Work (Philadelphia}
The Westminster Press, 1955) � p. 227.
^Hlltner, PaatoraJ. Counseling, p. 209.
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relevant, as he seeks to baoone a 'person-centered ' Biblical
Interpreter to lndivldualo,"58
God has given us His Iford in tha Bible and it is not
only essential and possible for this Book to become the
Divine Word, but that it JLs the Word of God. This means
that everything done in pastoral eara la sublet to tha
aoripture. However , this does not mean that a mare quota
tion of a text is tha true ministry of tha word. Tha
Holy spirit alone puts this Word into our mouths to make
it fall effectually on tha hearers' ears. Wa must be
reminded, on our use of this sacred resource, that only
God through His Spirit speaks His Word to a particular
soul at tha right time. God alone awakens th hearers'
spiritual ears so that they hear tha Word properly and
59
acknowledge the voice of the Good Shepherd.
Prayer. Prayer it- tha vary center of all pastoral
eara, because tha goal is dialogue between man and God,
There Is no way to this goal from man's position. "In view
of the actual avant of pastoral care, wa are robbed of all
means," There only remains for man to pray that God will
^Oates, Tha Bible Jju Pastoral pare (Philadelphia*
Westminster Press",'""195?) '�' P. 1%
59
60
^'Brllleabarg Wurth, oj>, clt.. p. 151.
Thurnaysan, pj>. clt. . p. 191.
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touch his lips and eyas and ears, and avan this prayer must
ba effected by the Spirit of Sod because wa do not know for
what to pray.**1 Thus, prayer is an Indispensable act of
62
pastoral dre, Carroll Wise concludes that tha pastoral
counseling process Itself is a form of prayer and
Brillenburg Wurth ways that without prayar pastoral care
64
is impossible.
Jiduard Thurneysan makes a significant contribution
to our understanding of prayer as a pastoral resource by
distinguishing a threefold form for prayer In pastoral eara.
First, the pastor must pray for himself that he sight become
tha true instrument of God. Prayer in pastoral care is,
secondly, intercession for his neighbor and a petition for
his forgiveness. Pastoral prays >- is, thirdly spiritual
communion with his neighbor. A man must come to tha know
ledge of God if he is to ba helped, and this knowledge is
granted in prayer. In prayer man forsakes barren theoret
ical knowledge and Venturas into the new dimension of
personal encounter with God.
"hiomaaa 8:26.
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Thurneysan, oj>. clt. . p. 192,
^Wisa, o�, clt.. P. 16"5,
64
Brillenburg Wurth, oj>. clt.. p, 152.
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Pastoral care will continually saak to encourage
this step as its proper goal. Because my neighbor
does not find the courage aad tha strength for
such prayer by himself, I as his pastoral counselor
must take him with a J. I take him wijSjfJ ma when Ipray, not only for him, but with him.'
The resource of prayer for the oounselee may ba
the revelation of a new and deeper level of personal hon
esty because of the coasaunlcatlon with a God that understands
and enables. It also may provide a means of triumph and a
aansa of completion over a previously unhappy experience.
In tha final analysis, according to Wayne Gates, prayer
conserves all ths gains that coma into being in counseling, 66
In pastoral eara the pastor constantly utilizes spiritual
forces greater than he can fully understand or explain.
Prayer is his unfailing ally. "Prayar puts at his disposal
Inexhaustible resources of spiritual power. It keeps
normal people normal, makes possible the salvation of
personal problems, restoras the siek, and comforts the
dying."67
65?hurneysan, oj>. clt.. pp. 195-197.
P, 315.
660atas, An Introduction to Pastoral Counseling.
67John Sutherland Bonnell, Pastoral Psychiatry
lew lorki Harper and Brothers, 1938), P. 216.
VI, RiSOUHCiS THAf XW;IVi FROM THjJ CGIC4PT Of THJ
CHURCH AS Mi CKSISTIAH QOKMUtllxT Of B�LI
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Chrlatlan Community
Tha complexity of tha pastor's r jspeasibllitlas so
overwhelm him that ha is prone to overlook tha basic
resources that tha vary complexities themselves afford
him, The Oaurch itself offers tha jainlstar some rich
assistance in the responsibility of soul eara.
Many times problems that would require innumarable
individual interviews if one were working in isola
tion from tha community can ba mat in an even better
fashion by a careful and wise mobilization of tha
total resources of the community of Christians.00
It is in its witness within this new kind of community that
Christianity brings something unique to tha task of healing
tha human spirit, Tha Church offers nurture in a coasunity




and accepting love, Karl a, Stolz submits that tha ris
tian Church has an almost unlimited therapeutic value.
Under tha title, "Representative Therapies of the Church,*"
ha tabulates a variety of resource� that tha Church offers
680atas, grotestant Pastoral Counseling, p.. 128.
70,
69Williams, 0�. clt,, p. 129.
' Sari R. Stolz, Tha Church and psychotherapy
(lew Yorks Abingdon-Ookesfury
'




Tha concept that avary Christian is a priest toward
his neighbor was oae of tha aoat vivid doctrine� of tha
Reformat ion. John Wesley utilized this to a remarkable
dagroe in early Methodism. This idea is still vital In
tha Ohureh, in the Innumerable group movements and retreats
experienced today. Although McNeill recognizes the possi
bility of this concept being abused he feels that "a well
guarded use of mutual lay guidance would probably prove
very valuable, relieving troubled consciences and toning
72
up many feeble souls." Williams concurs that tha growth
of such small groups of inquiry and sharing is oae of the
significant movements in the Christian community.7'
Humanity's needs are staggering; it is our
responsibility to find our place la doing what
needs to ba done. Surely there is no greater
human therapy than this: to become part of a work
ing group of people who are doing something im
portant not for themselves but for human life
everywhere. To flad that one's life has use in
splta of inadequacies, to belong to a group which
will not let us turn our attention always to our
selves but which enlists oar concern in tha task
71Ibld., p. 124,
72MciI�lll, on,, clt.. p. 328.
73�illlams, 0�. clt.. P. 1*7�
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of tha common life, Is to aster a truly healthy 7^
environment. It is what the church ought to be,
The Spirit of Christ has been poured out on avary
believar without discrimination. Certainly the pastor has
a primary responsibility for th .� eara of souls, but every
believer shares in that responsibility. The concept of
community affirms that the congregation is not merely a
passive spectator or only an obi ict of oara, but is vitally
engaged in the therapy of coaixuaal Ufa which modern
75
psychiatry faals is so significant. la this context,
K. Richard Mlebuhr developed tha concept of the minister
as tha leader aad guide of a r esponsible com -unity of
rr�L
Christiana and titled him "pastoral director. This
image Is emerging as an authentic ex. r 3 salon of tha
mini iter's function and task in the Church of the mid*
twentieth century.
7!>arllleaburg Wurth, oj>, pit, , p. 118.
76H, Richard Hiebuhr, The. rarpoae of the Church
&nd, Its Klalatry (law York; Harper & BrotMrsVA956 } ,
pp, fffX.
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VII. RiS0CRC<S3 THAT BiffilVi FROK THJ OOIO SPT OP TH3
OHRIJTIAU PASTOR AS AN AUTHffitTIO P1R30S
Vested Authority
Tha Christian pastor is an official spiritual
advisor. Ha is tha shaphard who has been charged with the
oara of the flock on behalf of Christ, and as such ha does
not coma in his own name, but ha comas invested with
higher authority. Ha does not come to help paople in
his own powar, but, as John the Baptist, ha points to
77
tha One who is mightier." Tha faster as a representative
of Christ is endowed with symbolic value, tha full signif
icance of which needs to be studied with great care. This
relationship can ba used by the pastor either toward
78
therapeutic or non-tharapeutio ends. The precise defin
ition of this representative relationship is notoriously
difficult, but we do know that the special character of
the ministry as sacred office constitutes a major resource
in pastoral care,7^ Both the office and person become
channels of grace through tha concrete task of facing
human need.
^Brillenburg Wurth, o�. clt. . p. 132.
78Wlse, 0�. clt,, p. 166.
79Wllliams, 0�. clt.. pp. 33-34.
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But whan tha question of authority to
speak tha words of forgiveness, of hope and of
Judgment is dacislvaly raised, wa will discover
that tha crisis of authority is tha crisis of
faith itself. Without risking our very being
in tha service of Christ, we have no authority
to speak in his name. Wa may rightly stress tha
positive aspect of this view of authority, Tha
authentic power to be a pastor to another Is
born out of living encounters with those in need,
God gives authority whan we are open to his
leading,80
Authentic Selfhood
The Christian pastor must be open, teachable, and
appreciative toward other parsons, but ha must hava a
clear sense of his own selfhood as a pastor before ha
will hava much to offer others, "Borrowed selfhood will
not sustain him in the long pull of the days and years as
a oounsalor. He must have his own individuality under
God,**81 A chief element in pastoral eara Is tha relation
ship tha pastor creates with his people. Whan he allows
tha Spirit of Christ to flow through his personality as
a living resource for others, ha has entered into pastoral
care. Ha does not try to becona God; ha rather tries to
create conditions through which tha grace of God can oparate
80Ibid., p. 45.
810atas, Protestant, pastoral Counseling, p. 12.
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to produce healing and growth.
Wayne Gates* says that the pastor does well to con
sider his relationship as a co-operation in tha creative
process of spiritual birth and maturation.8' Imaginative
sympathy Is demanded of tha pastor, and humble reliance
upon tha Holy Spirit, if he is not to injure the broken
read and if ha is to know when to speak a word that is hard
to bear. Whan a pastor daals with tha sin sick soul,




k unique resourca in pastoral eara relative to tha
pastor as person Is pastoral calling. Tha basic purpose
of calling is to develop and maintain a close pastoral
Ac
relationship with the people in tha parish. �* ^laments
of this kind of relationship are approached through other
contacts, but they daapaa and become meaningful only as
the pastor has tha opportunity to sit down with his people
aad quietly tala with them. Pastoral calling is a requisite
On
Wise, oj�. clt.. p. 221.
8'oatas, ffhe Christian Pastor, p. 115.
84
Oreeves, op. clt. , p. 118.
85Wisa, oj>. clt.. p. 169.
for snowing the congregation. Knowing tha people le basic
to acceptance of then as individuals. Therefore pastoral
calling is fundamental la the work of pastoral care. Only
as the pastor knows his people and they in turn know him




Another uniquely personal resource for tha pastor
is pastoral preaching. "Heal pastoral preaching grows
out of a concern for parsons, a concern that is so sincere,.
that wa are willing to share their lives."87 Tha two
functions, that of counselor aad preacher, go together.
This is the unique opportunity of the pastor* ha can both
praaoh and listen, proclaim aad counsel. In both, life-
changing forces are sat free in tha context of pastoral care
VIII, SUMMARY
It tha outsat of this chapter wa defined tha concept
of pastoral eara aad established tha fact that a discussion
of tha theological resources in pastoral care was a valid
endeavor, consistent with the definition. Prom tha
^Alfred D. Gray, "Tha Pastoral Ministry," Pastoral
Psychology. 14 (P�bruary� 1963), p. 131.
870harlaa F. Kemp, editor, Pastoral preaching
(it, Louisi Tha Bethany Press, 1963) � p. 39.
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contribution of Oatas and Hlltner in the area of basic
Protestant principles that contribute to pastoral care,
five essential principles were formulated as a basis for
this study.
Hesourcea that derive from the sovereignty of God,
the lordship of Christ aad the presence of the Holy spirit
ware shown to be at the center of pastoral care. Resources
in pastoral care that derive from the universal priesthood
of believers ware shown to be significantly related to the
saoredness of individual worth. Resources that derive from
God's universal grace were shown to extend to the universal
quaadry of men. Rasources that derive from tha churoh as
a canter of fellowship wara discussed. Resources that
derive from the concept of tha Christian pastor were shown
to ba a creative factor in personal relationship.
Tha resources of pastoral care are extensive in
their affect. Thay may touch avary area of a parson's life.
Because thesa rasources are genuine, thay are not antagon
istic to other resources utilized in a creative search for
life. The following chapter seeks to confirm this conclusion
by relating religious resources to tha mentally ill.
0HAPT3R III
A 3URVSI OP RitLIGIGUS RiSOORCJS UTILIZED IM PASTORAL
OOOTS^LIMO WITH TH3 F 3HTALLY ILL
This chapter proposes to show the valu 2 of religious
racouroes in the context of pastoral counseling with the
�entally ill. The previous chapter has presented an analysis
of some of the resources of religion In the broader area of
pastoral care. This part of the study is a survey of these
resources in the mors definitive scope of pastoral counseling.
The pastoral counseling relationship 1� further reduced to
that of tha mentally ill, Tha material for this inquiry has
coma from recognized authorities In the field of religion
and mental health,
Tha chapter consists first of soma basic clarifica
tions, Tha significant terms religion, pastoral counseling,
and mental Illness are defined. Than tha question, "How
is religion a resource for mental health?" is answered.
In the seeond part of the study, soma religious resources
are evaluated on the basis of their effectiveness in foster
ing mental wall-balng, A summary concludes tha chapter.
I. SOUS BASZO CLARIFICATIOHS
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What Is Rall^joa?
Man's basic feelings about God, man, and tha universe
constitute his religion* When these attitudes are positive
and Ufa affirming, thay result in helpful relations with
others. Basically, this kind of religion is not a mare code
of conduct but rather it Is an affirmation, trust, faith,
or oonfldanea in tha goodness of God, man, and the universe,
"As long as man is man ha must pursue the search for raeaa-
lag, That la tha orlgia aad function of religion,
if, K, Clark suggests that there are three primary
reasons that make a definition of religion difficult. The
first reason is that religion is a highly Individualized
aad subjective experience. The second reason Is that the
strongest feelings of people are captured by religion aad
these feelings sometimes distort attempts at definition.
The final reason is that tha concept of religion la
greatly Influenced by the purpose of the parson making
tha definition,2 In spite of these difficulties tha one
xIag� Galdstoa, "ire Psychiatry and Religion
Reconcilable*,* Pastoral Psychology. 11 (May, I960), p, 45.
2Walter Houetoa Clark, The Psychology of Religion,
(Sew York? The Macaillian Company, 1958}, pp, 17-18,
hh
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who discusses raligion Is at least obligated to attempt
to make his own position as clear as possible.
Tha importance of tha individual and his own aalque
experience, which William Jamas emphasizes in his definition,
is an important factor, James defines religion as "the
feelings, acts, and experiences of Individual men in their
solitude, so far as they apprahead themselves to stand la
relation to whatever thay may consider tha divine. " Since
there Is no �pacific rafarance to Sod, in this definition,
one may faal that this is a faulty definition. However,
tha psychologist does not assume tha existence of Sod as
a fact aor dees ha try to prove or disprove it. This is
tha realm of tha theologian.
Clark captures several vary important aspects of a
religious axparlaaoe la his definition. It is his feeling
that religion can be
most characteristically described as tha inner
experience of tha individual whan ha senses a
Beyond, especially as evidenced by tha affect
of thia experience on his behavior whan he
actively attempts to harmonize his Ufa with
tha Beyond,*
^William Jamas, TJfca Varieties of Rallglouo ixoerlaaca
(Haw York: Loagaaas, Oraea, and Co., 1902), p. 31.
*Clark, 0�. clt.. p. 22.
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The definition provides for so appropriate sense of personal
experience, Religion Is an Inward quality. It allows for
a proper aaph&eti on the mystical* the term Beyond re
presents a supernatural force that cannot he explained
fully in psychological terms. Another fer.ture in this
definition is that the inner religious experience results
la efforts to please *by appropriate actions, the divine
person with whoa oae feels he has been in contact during
the experience, or at least to bring one's life into harmony
with the essential reality apprehended through the exper
ience,"^ Religion is not mere superstition or magical
rite, because authentic religion does not try to coerce
deity and "is not so much an attempt to persuade God to
regulate His activities according to the wishes of the
worshiper, as it is In striving to know Him to the and
that tha beliaver may coma into closer harmony with the
divine Will,"6
Clark offers a division of religious behavior Into
thre-j categories that is helpful in understanding the
diversity that occurs in this flald. The first kind of
religious behavior is primary religious behavior, la
5Ibld, , p* 23,
6JbM.
this category as authentic laser experience of the divine
is combined with whatever efforts tha Individual say make
to harmonize his life with the divine* this is essential
religious experience, Tha second category is called
secondary religious behavior. In this experience, the
individual has acquired certain habits or assumed certain
obligations which impinge on and modify his usual buhavlor.
Thin second category lacks dynamic inner experience. Another
catagory of religious behavior is tertiary religious be
havior. This behavior is � imply a matter of religious
routine or convention on tha authority of someone else.
There is no firsthand conception of what religion is. It
la tha failure of scholars to distinguish between these
categories that has led to many Invalid aad confusing eon-
7
elusions about religion. Throughout this paper religion
will ba thought of as primary religious behavior, having
an authentic Inner experiaaca of tha divine combined with
efforts to harmonize one's Ufa with tha divine.
In this context, religion helps ona to grasp reality
In tha largest sense, not escape It, The aim of both re
ligion aad psychotherapy is to deal truthfully with reality,
7
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to correct deception, and to make responsible decisions in
8
the largest context, fhis concept of religion provides
the integrating force th.t can reunite fragmented person
ality* The image of religion reflected in tha life of
Jesus Christ
minimizes any threat to an individual's self-
respect, or sense of self-esteem, and makes lass
restricted and confused his awareness of what is
golag on in his inter-personal relatione. Only
in such an atr.o sphere can tha patlant be helped
to review his past, confront his present, and plan
realistically for his future, so that he is able
to attain the abundant life to which the Lord
spoke so dramatically.?
What .is Pastoral Counseling?
Tha pastor pursues his vocatioa in a religious
context. Consequently, pastoral counseling la concerned
to find tha ultimate meaning of Ufa, aad to help each
person to sea his own responsibility in reference to the
larger purpose.10 But in formulating a definition of
pastoral counseling, one must consider tha warning that
Carroll Wise presents! "We shall not attempt to define
'counseling, * Sothlng could ba more deadly as far as our
aPaul *3. Johnson, "Discussion," Pastoral Psy^ho^ogy.
12 (May, 1961), p. 28,
^.graast j* Bruder, *A Ministry to the Mentally 111 in
the Mental Hospital," Paul B. Haves, editor, The, Church and
Mental health (flew Yorks Charles Scribnar's Sons, 1953), p. 176.
*�Paui �. Johnson, "The Clinical Approach to
Religion,'* Journal of Pastoral Care. 15 (Spring, 1961), p. 11.
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purpose is concerned."11
Because counseling is essentially a process la
experience, Wise offers a caution at the point of an
abstract definition, Seward Hlltaer recognizes this truth
and utilizes it in his definition, "Broadly speaking, the
special aim of pastoral counseling may he stated as the
attempt by a pastor to help people help themselves through
the process of gaining understanding of their inner con
flicts,*'12 Pastoral counseling Is a process. It is to
be seen not merely as something that happens at any given
moment of time, but as the relationship which develops
between pastor aad couaselee over a span of time,1-* In
an earlier work, Hlltner formulated this definition}
pastoral counseling is the endeavor by the min
ister to help people through mutual discussion
of the Issues involved la a difficult life
situation, leading toward a better understanding
of the choices involved, aad toward the power
of making a self-chosea decision which will be
as closely bouad up to religious reality as the
people are capable of under the circumstances,,,,
la short, it le the eternal wisdom of the Christ
ian church going into action in the face of
specific human neud.i4
^Carrol A, wise, pastoral Counseling (Mew Yorki
Harper aad Brothers, 1951), p, 146.
�^Seward Hlltner, Pastoral Cauaeel^ag (lew Yorks
Abingdon Press, 1959) � P.TSU
13 Ibid., p. 80,
^Seward Hlltner, Religion and Health (Sew York:
Kacmlllian Co., 1943), p. 167.
A currant definition is ofrerad by ^arl Locals t
Pastoral counseling is the helping approach,
available to troubled paopla with eooial,
emotional, aad aspacially rallgious concerns,
that combines tha guidance of religion aad
tha interviewing skills derived from social
work, psychology, psychiatry, aad psycho
analysis. It is practised by a pastor,
religious worker, or counselor, in a reli
gious setting*1*
fha Christian pastor beliaves that God Himself is
at work within tha human heart through tha operation of
tha Holy Spirit, la pastoral counseling, ha seeks to
co-opsrat3 with the "Unseen Power** whose life-giving
energy was promised by our Lord as a resource to Hie
followers, The Sew Testament teaching with reference to
tha Holy Spirit Is an indispensable resource for the
practice of pastoral counseling.1^
Proa tha counseled* s position, vavid .J, Roberts,
ia an article ant it lad "Concluding Reflections," points
out that tha function of pastoral counseling is not to
pipe faith aad strength into a parlshionar from tha outside,
but to provida a situation in which his own existing or
15*arl A. Loomls, 'Pastoral Counseling," Tha
Jacyclonadia of Mgatal Health (lew forks Tha iaoycTopadla
of Mental aaalth a division of Franklin Watte, Inc., 1963),
IV. P. 1449.
16
Of. supra. . pp, 17,18,
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latent accessibility to the sarins power of God can be
17
deepened and clarified.
Proa tha counselor's position, Russell Dicks in
his most recant book, points out that tha counselor is
not all things to all people* fha counselor's role Is
not that of a problem solver, but he does help people to
work cut their own problems, to endure them, and to accept
them If thay cannot be changed. Confidence is instilled
in some and faith Ss transmitted to others* Words are
used with sane, prayers with others, and listening with all,
Soma need comfort j soma need understanding; others need
open affection* In pastoral counseling moralising la of
secondary importance�of primary importance is courage and
hope; courage to face problems and work at them, and hope
that tomorrow, next week, or next month will be a better
day,18
yaat is mm z&w�&
Mental illness is far too complex, aad all to little
understood, to reduce It to a rather simple formulation*
17Paul B* Kaves, editor, The Church and geatal Health
(Haw Terks Charles Scrlbaer's Sons, 1953), P* 274,
l8Ruseell L, Dicks, Principles ag! Practices of
( jnglswood Ollffe, Sew JerSeyt Prentice-Hall,
*� p� 29�
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*a A OwrehaqaVfe ^sfl^onary of Psychological and Psycho-
analytical Terms, mental lllnass Is defined as "a disorder
of behavior; a breakdown of adjustment so sevare that
prof sssional psychotherapy Is indicated; or a disorder due
to psychic causes, whether the symptoms 0x3 somatic, psychic,
or behavioral," la contrast, mental health is defined as
"a relatively enduring state wherein tha person Is well
ad justad, has a zest for living and Is attaining self-
act;ualizat ion or self-realization. It Is a positive state
and act mere absence of mental disorder**'*?
Prom a report on "Psychiatry sad HaHgies* by the
Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, a statement w.-a
recorded la a raoent issue of Pa^ftoral psychology to the
effect that the clergyman should hava an understanding
of tha nature of mental disorder. Aad to help tha sick
parson, tha clergyman should recognize that illnaes la
Jugt that, and must avoid the error of viewing it ae an
unaccountable mishap, a retributive calamity, or simply
the reflection of a moral issue,
^Horace B� Jogllsh aad Ava Oharapney English,
analytical Terms (lew Tsrki ItoaWan*. ttreen and 01, # 1958),
P� 316�
Paetoral Payohelotar, 15 (March, 1962), p. 18,
la a study entitled "A Ministry to tha Mentally 111
In the Mental Hospital, H jjrnaat j* Brudar offers some
valuable observations about mental llia^at that have made
his hospital ministry meaningful* Mental illness is la
large measure a defense of the personality against intol
erable anxiety, the
'
anxiety � against which tha illness
seeks to protect the individual haa become overwhelming
because there is the threat of eruption, or tha actual
bringing into awareness, of previously unacceptable per
sonality tendencies* Isolation or estrangement results
when tha sa thoughts, wishes, aad impulses which are
unacceptable are harbored by the individual* This 1�
what makes tha mentally ill p&tiant feel that he le so
21
different from other people.
Haw le HsIlKloa a Resource for Meatal Health?
Gordon illport has humorously observed that la
psychological circles "religion" has become a taboo word
la this century as such as "sex" was la tha nineteenth
century* Freud helped change this by heraiding sex as
the "wave of tha future," bat at the same tima he took
many occasions to categorize religion as an illusion, a
Have*, jgg, clt.. pp* 176-178,
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residua of the oedipal complex or th<s "universal obsessional
neurosis of Kankinu.w Many psychologists and anthropologist*
agrae with Sreud*s evaluation* But tha tlda appears to be
turning toward religion as a valuable rasouroe for mental
health* Tha Voterana* Administration has provided chaplains
for all its hospitals. The rational Institute of Mental
Health selected an experienced Protestant Chaplain to
work in tha government research canter at Bathasda, Maryland,
and then made a generous grant to the three faiths for pilot
experiments la religion aad mental health at Harvard,
Loyola, and Yeehlve Universities* A raoant survey of national
resources for mental health sponsored by the United states
Department of Health has shown that people in personal
emotional distress turn first to tha clergy mora than to
physicians, psychiatrists, or social agencies.92
Philip Woolcott, Jr. made a study of "Tha Psychiatric
Patient's Religion" and sustains tha position that the
religious metaphor can be a channel of access to tha pa
tient's intrapsychic and Interpersonal conflicts* The study
arose from his general observation that material concerning
a patient's religion seldom is included in the psychiatric
2<2Paal 5* Johnson, "Hallgioa and Mental Health,*
editorial, Paatoffal Psychology. 12 (Hay, 1961), p. 8,
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oasa study and that area when it is, only features related
to tha psyohop&thology are considered. All tha patients
Interviewed, avan those classed as least religious In their
raadlaes. to discuss thair religious Ufa and background,
showed mora concern about their religious views than tha
paucity or absence of Information in thair clinical records
Indicated, Wooleott suggests that the physician *a as well
as tha patient' s attitude about his religious beliefs may
hinder this from being discussed. The examiner's bias and
tha patient's reticence may combine so that the rallgious
23
resource is avoided completely*
Jamas A* Knight summarises in a most succinct fashion
the contribution that religion has to offer mental health*
My clinical observations hava lad ma to believe
that the positive,health giving qualities of
religion are too numerous to mention, Super
ficial observations by tha psychiatrist may
lead him to think that religion has been bad for
his patient and that his patient has bean the
recipient of 'bad* religion. This may ba true,
let, mora often, his patient ha� taken a basi
cally healthy religious faith and distorted or
modified it to serve the ends of his own
psyohopathology,**
Philip J, wooleott, Jr,, "The Psychiatric Patient's
Religion." ggajaaj) of Religion and Health* 1 (July, 1962),
PP. 337-349.
24
Jamas A, Knight, "The Use and Misuse of Religion
by tha iootionally Disturbed," ffasfroral Psychology, 13
(March, 1962), p, 10,
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the evidence seems to indicate mora and sore clearly
that there is a nead for a religious ministry with tha
mentally ill. xn very much the same manner in which tha
psychiatrist seeks to help thi patient deal with his former
inadequacies in living, so should tha trained clergyman
ha abla to help tha parson with his failures in tha
religious life, aad to point him to a sore adequate
religious understanding ana practice.25
Since God is at work in our midst and on our behalf,
every relationship may be vibrant with His Spirit, To the
axtent that this is true, tha pastor has greater resources
than ha can ever understand, for the Creative Spirit that
works In and among us is more resourceful than our knowledge
or experience can ever comprehend, Saeh pastor's resources
are confined by his own limitations, yat they are immeasur
ably enlarged by his relationships. Tha authority for tha
true pastor is found in "the inner resources of consecrated
skill aad loving davotlon.26
Paul i. Johnson, "Tha Pastor's Resources,"
Simon Donigar, editor, The. Best o� Pastoral Psychology
(Great lack, lew forks Pastoral Psychology Press, 1952),
pp, 101-109,
II, SOMiS BASIC RJilGIOCS BjJ3QUROj5S
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Pastoral Relationship
The pastoral counselor Is not la tha least concerned
to demonstrate that he as an Individual can cure mental
illness. But he is concerned to demonstrate at least that
a pastoral ministry is relevant to tha needs of the mentally
ill and can contribute to the work of healing. By virtue
of his tralalag and the tradition in which ha stands, there
ara resources available to deal with tha problem of estrange-
meat and guilt so often found In mantel illness. Ha is
concerned with tha fact that, in every community of human
beings, religious values and religious virtues are a meaning
ful part la the life of tha community if the members are to
remain truly human. He Is also concerned to demonstrate
that God really does care for all of His children and that
He is interested in everything that occurs la their' lives,2^
To begin with, tha pastor offers his people a pastoral
relationship with himself, Tha pastor has nothing more
essential to offer ia all of bis resources than creative
relationships* When, for their sakea he consecrates himself,
than all ha has or is able to develop of personal resources
through study and meditation, prayer and devotion, interest
'Leslie Hahn, "Soma thoughts Prom 'Down Under' on
tha Role of the Chaplain on the 'Healing Team* in the Meatal
Hospital," Journal �| Pastoral pare, 15 {Spring, 1961), p, 42,
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aad concern, association aad sharing of life, is opan to
than.28
If a pastor considers himself to ha only a sort of
professional counselor, he has failed in hla calling, "In
close personal relationships the pastor has tha golden
opportunity of haing above all else, a friend as wall as
a confidant and counselor, *z9 It is not so much whal; tha
pastor is as who ha is. He will show his paopla by what
ha says aad doos that he Is one who stands by, that ha is
thair friend. The resource of personal relationship la
vital to avary other resource he may utilise,
Acceptance
Pastoral counseling does net function without tha
acceptance of the person with all of his conflicts, nega
tives, defiances, and sins, Seward Hlltner eonsidara
acceptance to ba tha orueial factor In pastoral counseling,
Paul Tillioh attaapts to communicate to modern Christians
the real meaning of tha Protestant doctrine of justification
through grace by faith in terms of acceptance. At the
bottom of tha most desperately lonely perversion, thare
2
Paul Mm Johnson, "Tha Pastor*� Resources,* oj>. eJLt. ,
p. 107.
^Howard G, Schade, **A Kiniatry to the Mentally 111
la tha Parish," Kavas, o�, clt. � p. 168,
50
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still glows tha hidden yearning for redeeming love and
the pastor is able to rekindle this concealed glowing by
tha sensitivity of his understanding andi tha assurance of
his acceptance,-*1
PorKlveneaa
Closely connect ad with the concept of acceptance Is
tha experience of forgiveness* Baalel Bay Williams* state*
ment that "Psychological acceptance and the Gospel of
forgiveness meat In the work of tha Christian Pastor,"
is certainly significant for pastoral counseling with the
mentally ill* Bonn a11 feels that tha most important asset
of tha pastor-counselor is his knowledge and experience of
the healing and transforming power of divine forgiveness,-'
Confession,
There is a vital relationship between the concept
of forgiveness aad tha practice of confession. The counsel
ing emphasis in tho Church is to bring back into human
experience tha profound realities of tha confession,
Tsaigert points out that tha psychiatrist as well as the
�^Mlth w, Walgert, "Tha Contribution of Pastoral
Counseling and Psychotherapy to Mental Health,* Journal
of Pastoral Cara, 15 (Pall, 1961), p. 165,
52Cf. supra, . p, 24,
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pastoral counselor In our tlsae has arrived at the conviction
that a change in inner attitude of tha patient or counselae
can take place only whan he Is able to confess not only
what he knows about hlmsalf, but also what is hidden fro�
his awareness.-"
Conversion
Through tha employment of confession and the re
ceived forgiveness of Sod, many far-raaching results have
occurred In the lives of numerous people. In religious
experience, the regaining of wholeness is called conversion.
This resource allows the parson to look toward the future
with confidence rather than to be morbidly controlled by
34
the past. Tha neurotic person is not easily satisfied
with cheap compromises and shallow complacency* Ha is
deeply torn by tha conflict of all or none* He is divided
between an unacceptable reality which for him has become
tha hell of loneliness and lovalassness, and tha heavenly
gates of redemption* "Out of this conflict grows tha
experience of conversion, tha decisive step fro� the des
pair of Integration to tha trust in tha healing and
�^Welgert , 0�, clt.. p. 162.




reconciling power of love** The conversion experience.
however, needs to he examined and not merely assumed because
It can express regression ojr maturation. Conversion may
represent an acceptance of a new and mature set of values
or a regression to childhood values,-^
Bible
The Protestant pastor, since the Reformation, has
found true resources in tha Bible, When tha Bible was
translated into tha vernacular of tha people, it became
an Inexhaustible source of spiritual light to guide aad
instruct, comfort and encourage, awaken and inspire the
growing Christian llfa*^ Certainly tha Scripture is
relevant to avary situation, but tha pastor's approach
is all important* If tha pastor becomes overly occupied
with tha biblical passage, tha counsalee is likely to
conclude that tha pastor has taken the first opportunity
to avoid his personal situation and has become engrossed
in his own technical specialty. But tha pastor who is
patient enough to learn the actual nature of his parish-
loner's problems, aad who is aware of tha historical,
�^Welgert, ojj, clt., p, 165,
^Knight, o�, clt., p. 17.
^Johnson, "The Paster's Resources," Bonigar,
op. olt�. p, 101,
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factual, spiritual, and psychologicsi knowledge of the
Bible, gmx bring tha Scripture to bear in genuine counsel
ing.38
la a book of pictorial Illustrations tha Blbla may
ba to the pastor what tha Thematic Apperception Test is
to tha clinical psychologist. Tha interpretations which
the counsels� may give may ba of vary little value ae
accurate objective exegesis of the Scripture, but they
are of intrinsic subjective value as reflections of "what
manner of person** tha individual is who gives the inter
pretations. Especially is this true In tha case of acutely
disturbed persons. Tha person who is lesa secure and more
Immature is more likely to quote scripture for his own
purposes. In this kind of relationship, the pastor can
get a fairly clear-cut understanding of the life situation
of the person with whom ha is counseling as wall as a
feeling for the direction of his life energies,3^ The
meaningful symbols and ethical realities of tha Blbla have
dynamic connections with tha forces at work in tha less
accessible areas of the personality.
of� SBB�&� � 50.
Oatea, "The Diagnostic Use of the Bible," Donlger,
op. olt.. pp. 61-6S,
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Tha aaatally 111 parson often axpreas js tils feelings
in thasa age-old symbols of tha Bible* In this way ha
attempts to communicate his distress to tha world of raallty.
Ha depends on the ministar to interpret and dlsoern his
meaning* "The Bible is the pastor's 'royal road* to the
deeper levals of the personalities of his people, and par
ticularly to those who are deeply disturbed."*0
Tha Bible not only provides a r a source for the pastor
to understand tha person, but It is also a direct healing
resource for tha one who is suffering. Tha scriptural
affirmations that (Sod cares, that Ood loves, that Sod for
gives, that Sod heals, constitute a prime source of hope
for tha millions of mentally ill. The passages which express
human grief, anxiety, despair, and hate may help the pariah*
loner to objectify and socialize deeply buried negative
feelings and enable him to make a truer confession* large
numbers of parsons through the centuries have coma to know
Sod through Mis Word and with that knowledge hava found
41
health for mind and spirit*
Gates, jgha. Blbla jji Pastoral Pare, p. 21.
Schade, oj>. clt.. p. 171.
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It was not ad previously that Oarroll Wise considers
the pastoral counseling process itself a form of prayer.
Also iduard Thurneysan 's significant contribution to our
understanding of prayer as a pastoral resource bears re
peating. He distinguishes a threefold form for prayer in
pastoral counseling. First, the pastor must pray for
himself that he might become the true instrument of God.
Prayer in pastoral counseling is secondly a grayer of
intercession for his neighbor and a petition for his for
giveness, Pastoral prayer is thirdly prayer with his
neighbor, i man must coma to the knowledge of God If he
is to be helped and this knowledge is granted In prayer.
In prayer, man forsakes barren theoretical knowledge and
ventures Into the new dimension of personal encounter
with God,42
Howard sohade makes this concept of prayer applicable
to the mentally ill when ha states]
Frayer with the mentally ill can ba a channel of
healing'" if "it is praeadad by prayer for tha men
tally 111. Prayer is rarely effective whan it is
conceived to ba a kind of general poultice to ba
applied to a mental wound.... Tha prayer ought to
be in tha form of a simple, positive petition or
affirmation that leads tha parishioner to a
Of. supra, . p, 32,
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consciousness of God's presence, availability,
forgiveness aad love. This is the true ob
jective of prayer,4*
Prayer was a mighty resource in the recovery from mental
illness that R, Frederlok West experienced,4* Likewise,
Anton Bolsan speaks of the authenticity of prayer �
I do indeed make use of prayer whenever I believe
that the patient wants it or is likely to respond.
Wisely used, I have found this a powerful instru
ment la the establishment of rapport with the
patient,*5
The resource of prayer for tha counselee may be
the revelation of a new and deeper laval of personal honesty
bacausa of tha communication with a God who understands and
enables. It also may provide a means of triumph over and
a sense of completion of a previously unhappy experience.
In tha final analysis, according to Wayne Gates, prayer
conserves all tha gains that coma into being In counseling.
In pastoral counseling, the pastor constantly utilizes
spiritual forces greater than ha can fully understand or
explain. Prayer is his unfailing ally, "Prayer puts at
his disposal Inexhaustible resources of spiritual power,
43Scbade, ojg> clt,, p. 169.
44H. Frederleh Wast, Light Beyond Shadows (Hew York:
Macmillan Go,, 1959)*
IE
^Aaton T, Bolsen, The. Exploration of the Inner World.
(lew York: Harpar Torchbook, 1962), p. 267,
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It keeps normal people normal, makes possible the salvation
of personal problems, restores tha sick, and comforts tha
dying.*46
Literature
Provided tha effect and not merely tha information
is kept in mind, there can be an important place in pas
toral counseling for selective distribution of raligioue
47materials* There is a constant search by pastors and
particularly by hospital chaplains, who sarva in a special
pastoral situation, for devotional material* Russell Dicks
has suggested five principles In evaluating devotional
literature for the sick* first, the material must be
interesting. Second, it must ba readable. The print must
be large. The style must be simple* It must ba tha language
of well-known words* Third, it must coma to grips with life.
It must ba realistic without being sordid. Fourth, it must
be theologically sound. It must seek to gat as close to the
truth as it can, always recognizing that theological truth
is inexhaustible. Fifth, it must remain useful after re
peated readings. Familiarity in devotional literature gives
Of* supra. . p. 33,
Hiltnar, Pastoral Counseling, p. 216.
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strength. Devotional literature used as a resource in
pastoral counseling should lift tha mind from preoccupation
with personal concerns and direct it to tha practice of the
presence of God, Actually, devotional material should start
with the subject of personal preoccupation and than move on
to oenter the reader's attention elsewhere, ao as to bring
together the mind of the sufferer and the mind of God,
Unless such a unification takes place, tha literature fails, *�
III, SUMM1HT
From this study it can be concluded that religious
resources can play either a positive or a negative role
in the healing process, Generally speaking, faith which
is realistically cantered and constructive engenders health
produoing attitudes. "Ho single healing discipline can
care for tha whole man, but through active cooperation
with other disciplines, something approaching total care
is possible, * The counseling work of tha minister is
always within the framework of Christian truth. The
*�Bicks, "Devotional Literature," Donigar, ojs, clt..
pp. 41-43.
^Ibld.. p. 38.
50^Granger J* Wasthurg, ftlMster and. Doctor Kge�
(Hew York: Harper and Brothers, 1961), p. 91.
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minister tries to bring to the human relationship before
him, both the best psychological insights at his command
and tha tasted resources of Christian truth. Ha believes
that Christ is tha additional factor in tha life situation
which may make tha difference between continuing failure
and an overcoming faith, ?he pastoral counselor must be
cautious, however, lest there be a degrae of compulsory
thrusting of religious claims upon a personality which as
yet has neither sufficient understanding nor desire to use
tha proffered religious resources creatively and construc
tively. But when understanding and desire are evidenced,
tha mini tar may expectantly relate religious resources in
51
a most authentic way. The following chapter seeks to
confirm these conclusions in an objective evaluation of
pastoral counseling with the mentally ill.
^Lioyd 3, Poster, "Religion and Psychiatry,"
Bonlger, oj�* oit, . p, 34,
0HAPT<5R I?
AS iSXP SSTAL ^IWJAXlQiJ OF PASTGnAL OOUIlSSLlliG IB
OOMFABIOOS �ITH TRADITIONAL OJUiiSSLI�G IB
TRMmmt of D^assssaj patismjs
This chapter la devoted to an experimental evaluation
ef pastoral counseling methods in comparison with traditional
counseling methods, Tha study was carried on as a raseareh
project under tha supervision of the Kentucky Department of
Mental Health at Kentucky State Hospital, Iha project was
given the following description in the Research Bulletin of
tha laatucky Department of Mental Health:
Robert Garvin, B.B.
John JT. shepard, o.I.H.
Joan C. Lee, Ph. D�
I, T. Baldwin, M,A,
Kentucky State Hospital
Proposal - A comparison ef traditional counseling
and pastoral counseling methods in the treatment
of depressed patients.
Method - the senior author will see six depressed
patients in a series of six therapy sessions each.
He will use a non-directive, supportive technique
in half of the sessions with each patient. In the
other threa sessions, ha will employ religions
resources as therapeutic aides (i.a. Bible reading,
prayer, sermonettes, ) The first aad third session
using each technique will ba taped and transcribed
for analysis. Various methods of assessing verbal
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productions will be used, such as Mower's dls-
coafort-relief quotient.!
The chapter includes a review of the rationale
utilized in determining the organization of the project.
The procedure will then ba described, including a descrip
tion of tha pat 1 ants used in tha study. Finally tha results
will be presented and conclusions offered.
I. RATIONALJ
Purpose of tha Experiment
Tha purpose of this experiment grew out of the author's
interest in making an objective evaluation of pastoral coun
seling. It is acknowledged that traditional counseling has
proven itsalf effective in innumerable objective studies,
whereas little scientific research has been dona in pastoral
counseling; not because it is less affective, but because of
its non-scientific affiliation. Recently, Hlltner and
Colston combined in an objective study of tha context of
pastoral counseling. The essence of thair research plaa
was to have the same person act as counselor in two settings
and to compare and contrast tha processes and results of
the counseling. This study reflects tha need for
xMental Health Research |a Kentucky. II (December,
1963), p. 30,
o
Seward Hlltner and Lowell S� Colston, J?ha Context o�
Pastoral Counsallnfl (Hew York* Abingdon Press, 1961) � P. 167
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objectivity; however, the purpose of tho present study was
aot to study the "context" of counseling, but rather to
present an objective study of the counseling sasslon itself,
flood for Objectivity and Simplicity
The primary concern was to find a method of study
that would offer scientific objectivity aad not merely
reflect the feelings or sentiment of the author. Somehow,
the saeredaasa of the pastoral counseling session would
have to be opened to the Impersonal view of the scientific
monitor. Since the individuals who represent science and
religion often bear prejudices la the evaluation of thair
respective contributions, both sci mt1st and religionist
in this case would have to be depersonalized. The study
called for a neutral evaluation.
Simplicity was also a necessary part of the program.
The project waa the primary interest of only the author and
had no financial endowment; however the research department
of the Kentucky Mental Health Foundation of Kentucky State
Hospital offered facilities and technical guidance, So the
total project was llmitad to tho time one person could
Invest with regard to the course requirement a of tha insti
tution which would oonfer the degree of which this study
was a part. It waa decided that tha project would be a
modest one, but a rather objective oaa, so that tha results,
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though thay would ha from a small sampling, would indicate
a worthwhile contribution and open the door for further
study.
HTPptheaia
the practical usefulness of tha study, in tha author's
?lew, depends mora upon tha response of tha reader to react
and criticize tha data aad point out avenues of further study,
than it does upon having proved a particular point. let,
thara was such a point la tha form of an hypothesis from
which tha study grew, la scientific work an hypothesis
represents a question, but a question with a temporary answer
or a possible solution. It is a tentative and preliminary
but wall Informed hunch about what tha answer may ba, The
question is than asked in such a way that tha potential
answer to it may ba proved correct or incorrect by the data
of tha ensuing research. She purpose of the hypothesis is
to guide in tha search for further data, It fosters a
point ad kind of open-alndednsss by avoiding tha danger of
trying to study all about a particular subject.
The hypothesis used to stimulate and guide this
study was that pastoral counseling la as comparably affective
as traditional counseling in "the treatment of persons with
religious orientation aad suffering with acuta mental Illness,
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Tha degree to which tha findings of this study support tha
hypothesis is considerably lass Important, la the author's
judgment, than is tha possibility that others will be
stimulated to do further work in the area of objective
study of the process called pastoral counseling,
ggaiaas sbs&iMa
Content analysis was developed by social scientists
as a way of studying the content of newspapers, personal
letters, and other communications,3 Researchers in psycho
therapy have turned to this method in ordar to achieve a
batter balance between scientific rigor and depth of meaning
Inherent In counseling, "Content analysis, in its general
social science definition, means the classification of what
is said according to soma sat of categories, It is tha
fragmentation of tha verbal production of an Interview or
a written document into specific categories appropriate to
tha problem being studied. Content analysis does not imply
any particular kinds of categories,
This kind of analysis Is not the same as that util
ized by Rorschach practitioners in contrasting eoataat with
'Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in OoamuajoatEon
Research (Clencoe, Ill,i The free Press, 1952),
*Joha Bollard aad Frank Auld, Jr., Scoring Hnmaa
natives* a Manual (Hew laveat Tale Balvarsity Press, 1959),
P� 27�
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determinants, There Is bo intended contrast between "form*
and "content" in this analysis of communication, Content
analysis is also not to be compared with the "historical
content" that is reported in psychotherapy rather than with
"current interaction" with the therapist. It is also not
to be confused with the surface or manifest elements In
therapy, Bather, contact analysis in ragard to this study
is a way of evaluating what is actually said in its natural
setting. The content analyst does not limit or interfere
with the natural flow of behavior, as he would with a
questionnaire or an experiment, Tha ona who uses this
method does not insert anything of a controlled nature into
the counseling session. Only after the behavior under study
has occurred naturally and spontaneously is it analyzed,
"Therefore tha full verbal material of psychotherapy com
prises, in its natural form, tha basic material of the
content analysis; and it follows that whatever aspects of
behavior can ba clinically intuited, or otherwise perceived,
can be sensed by the content analyst,"5
Because of tha objectivity of this kind of evaluation,
the fact that It Is dona after tha therapy session is com
pleted, utilizing no technical approaches, such as a
5
James 3, Dittos, "Previous Studies Bearing on Content
Analysis," Bollard aad ^uld, oj>. clt,. p* 326.
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questionnaire, it was thought that this kind of analysis
would hast meat tha purpose of tha study,
The systems utilized in content analysis are of two
general kinds, fha first system can ha called the system
with easily defined categories. Priority is given to
objectivity in this particular kind of system, Easily
identified behavior is used as the categorical fragmenta
tion, Ths second kind of system that can ba used is a mora
complex oae, using theoretically baaed categories, "Charac
teristically, the oat agar lea of such systems look like the
theoretical constructs themselves, rather than like the cues
from which such constructs may be inferred," In the first
kind of system mentioned, tha scorer picks out pauses or
discomfort words or interruptions and somaona else Infers
resistance, psychological tension, or adjustment. In tha
second kind of system the scorer directly relate resistance,
tension and adjustment to tha content, therefor� tha scorer
must ba tr in ad in tha theoretical basis of the system,
fha choice of tha system should directly related
to tha hypothesis being tested, aad aot ohosan simply bacause
the categories seem Interesting and worthwhile, fha project
at hand was a rather simple one, to compare objectively
jd,, p, 329.
pastoral counseling aad traditional counseling la the same
setting. The need for precise naasuramont of the various
theoretical constructs ia counseling was not a part of the
present study, (although it would furnish a worthy study
in the future,) ;ith the primary purpose of tha projaot
feeing a simple objective comparison, it called for a aystam
with easily defined categories,
Blsoomforft-aaH.e.f footlefit
Tha discomfort-relief quotient, or 1,R,Q#, was
developed and first used as a device for measuring movement
in social casework carried on under tha auapices of tha
7
Community Service Society of Hew Tork City, John Bollard
and 0, Hobart Mowrer combined in tha search to find an
objective unit of drive-tension experienced by the client
at various stages in the casework process, It occurred to
tham that tha report of a successful case ought to begin
with complaints and end with satisfaction, that is, move
from high to low tension levels. They than askad themselves
tha practical question, "Why not, then, maka a count of the
tension or dlicoaiiort. words appearing in the successive
units (pages or Interviews) of a conspicuously successful
f0� Hobart Mowrer, Psychotherapy Theory and Research
(Saw Yorkt Tha Ronald Press Company, 1953), P. 257�
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ease record and see if the resulting curve does not in
8
fact move downward, as a good learning curve should?"
Tha procedure followed was to count the total number of
discomfort words and the total number of relief words on
a paga. Only the words which could ba isolated from the
context as indicating drive-tension were included. The
intensity of tha client's discomfort was than represented
as a quotlaat, i.e., a� total discomfort words divided
by total discomfort and relief words combined, A series
of such quotients was obtained for successive pages of a
specimen case record and an appropriate graph was made* Tha
Q
result was an irregular, overall, downward curve. The
D.R.Q. showed that the emotions exprassed by a person can
be scored in a reliable way anci that tha scoring system can
be tied to theoretical variables such as discomfort and
relief.10
Tha psychological transaction involved in B.H.Q,
scoring can be indicated as follows:
8Ibld.. p, 239.
9JMi*t P* 240.
^Dittos, "Previous Studies Bearing on Content
Analysis of Psychotherapy," Bollard and Auld, 0�, cj�.,
P. 339.
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fha scorer rehearses the ssntanea. As he does
eo, tha sentence or thought unit produces tension
or relaxing responses in the scorer, or he exper
iences no change in tension level, Tha scorers
are than requlrad to make a verbal response to
tha cua produced by tension change. The verbal
response is tha score. Ha says 'drive* in oasa
tension is Increased! 'reward* in ease tension
is reduced and 'zero' if rehearsal has produced
no change In tansion level. Usually this re
hearsal transaction occurs so rapidly that it
is described by tha scorer as 'intuitive, �li
Tha reliability of tha S,R,Q, manifests that the
rise and fall of human tensions are well ragistered in
common speech and that likewise this speech Is sufficiently
widely disseainatad so that a considerable number of per*
sons can make accurate judgments In respect to tension
12
In movaiaant,
A problem closaly related to the reliability factor
In tha D,R.q, is tha method of dividing the communication
into units. Undefined and unreliable unitizing opens tha
way to a radical distortion or obscuring of results,1*5
The question of how large tha unit should be involves, to
soma extent, a conflict betvean objectivity and meaning-
fulness, fha basic possible units ara tha word, tha
^Kowrar, oj>, clt, . p. 249,
12m&>
-'Dittas, jtg, clt,, p. 339,
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sentence, the theme { a single idea), the utterance ( what
one person says after the other parson stops and before
the other person begins again), and the antirs therapy
session. For most purposes some unit larger than tha word
14and smaller than the hour la appropriate.
Pollard and Mowrer used the single word as the scoring
unit in tha initial use of tha D.R.Q, The reliability of the
counting of discomfort and relief words was cheokod by having
eight persons score a particular case, Tha Interview includ
ed thirty-seven pages. They were put in random order so
that tha scorer could not follow the case as it was scored,
A single page of instructions for scoring was attached. Mo
verbal supplementation of these instructions was given, nor
were any training sessions held. The scorers did not dis
cuss the ease among themselves, or compare notes as they
wars scoring. The average intercorrelation of the eight
scorars was 4,80,15
The succass of tha word scoring method was a stim
ulus to try other units. The sentence was than triad as
a scoring method* Drive-arousing sentences were scored
minus; drive-reducing sentences wera scored plus; the
Ibid., p. 340.
15Mowrer, oj>. clt.. p. 242.
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neutral sentences vera scored saro, Tha D.li.q. was computed
In the same maimer as whan the word unit was used. The
average intaroorralatlon between tha sama eight scoras
was + .81. With the exoeptlon of one particularly deviant
scorer the rata of intaroorralatlon would hava baan appre
ciably higher. This test demonstrated that a relatively
high degree of reliability can likewise be reached when
tha sentence is used as tha unit of scoring tension.16
Some objections wera raised to using tha tot ,1
sentence as a unit for scoring because frequently savers!
propositions are compacted into a single sentence, One of
these propositions might indicate discomfort and another
relief. At this point tha scorer had to evaluate the
discomfort and relief elements and judge which predominated.
This dilemma lad to the supposition that tha groanarlea ' s
"independent clause," or "complete thought" divlsloas might
ba used as tha scoring unit. Tan new scorers were trained
in this method, Tha average intaroorralatlon for these
raters was + .88. This was somewhat higher than the co
efficient obtained by tha word aad sentence scoring methods
( + ,80 and *� ,81, respectively. ) This indicates that the
'Ibid., pp, 24>244.
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thought-unit method of scoring is superior in that it
eliminates certain sources of confusion inherent in tha
other two methods. Also tha introduction of training
17
sessions made tho habits of the scorers more constant.
Bollard and Mowrer summed up the limitations of the
B.H.Q, by saying, "In short, tha B.fi.Q, just measures drive
primary or secondary, single or smamat ad , continuous or
serial, that of the client or of any othar individual} it
is a record of all tha tensions that creep into the ease
record." In a later boos, Bollard added a further limita
tion to his earlier findings by saying that the B.H.Q* "was
an interesting measure but too rough in its nature for
reflnad work. It seemad to hava no chance of capturing
�10
tha detailed events of tha psychotherapeutic transaction."
*
Following tha initial works of Dollard and Mowrar,
a validity study was dona to show how the D.R.Q. would
correlate with tha social caseworker* 3 judgment of "anoeesa,
the study showed that the method lacked substantial validity
However, other studies showed tha B*R�Q* values derived from
psychotherapeutic aad counseling records correlate highly
17Ibld.. pp. 245-246.
I6Ibld. . p* 255.
^Bollard and Auld, 0J& clt.. P� 8,
^Mowrer, 0�, clt.. pp. 257-261,
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both with estimates of therapeutic success by therapists
and with a number of other objective measures of personal
change during therapy, this research tended to show that
tha D.R.Q. was not only a reliable measure but also a
meaningful and valid one.21 The discrepancy between the
psychotherapist a and tha social caseworkers in their use
of the B.R.q. seams to be in tha fact that tha psycho*
therapists believe that it measures an important variable
in determining therapeutic success or failure, whereas
social caseworkers feel that this same variable is not
significantly related to what they regard as success or
22
failure in a case.
A valid question can be raised concerning the
relationship of tha P.R.Q. to therapy, the reduction of
disco : fort cannot ba equated with therapy in every ease.
Counseling could proceed with very little discomfort mani
fested aad yet have inconsequential therapeutic value.
However, tha reduction of tension generally fosters non-
threatening conditions th t enables the pathological
manifestations of the patient to ba diminished. In other
21 Ibid., pp. 261-271�
22Ibid., p. 295.
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words, the patient does not have to resort to the particular
pathological defease system which he has developed In facing
stressful situations.
Recognising that the E.K.Q, is a system with easily
defined categories, not designed to measure the finer aspects
of psychotherapy, but a system of content analysis that
would readily adapt to and offer an objective means of
comparing two kinds of counseling, this method was chosen
as a basically valid criterion for tasting tha hypothesis,
fha counseling procedure was carefully arranged 00
that there would be as few variables as possible, thus
ensuring a basically objective comparison between pastoral
counseling and traditions! counseling, The study called
for six patients to ba seen six times* Three of the sessions
were pastoral counseling sessions and tha other three were
traditional counseling sessions, Tha counseling was done
in a series of thre days, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
mornings* Tha particular kind of counaaliag dona with each
patient was alternated on tha following weekend* Three of
tha patients started out with pastoral counseling and ended
with traditional counseling sessions, Tha other three patients
bagan with traditional counseling ,~_nd ended with pastoral
counseling sessions. In this way the variable of famili
arity With procedure and counselor was omitted, i'igure I
Illustrates how this appeared in the planning stage.
Pt, 3&t# Sun, Hon, Jat . Sun. Ion.
1 ?.Q. T.O. �T.O. P.O. P.O. �P.O*
2 P*G# P*0# ?P.O. T.O. T.O. �T*0*
3 T.O. T.O, �T.O. P.C P.O. �P,0*
4 t*o* P.O. #p,0, T.O. T.O, �T.O.
5 T.O, T.O. �T.O. B.C* P.O, �P*0*
6 P*0* P,C, ?P.O. T.O. T.O* �T.O.
TIGVRA 1
the counseling sessions alternated between pastoral
counseling (P.O.) and traditional counseling (T.O*)
on successive weekends for each patient.
�Transcribed sessions.
All the counseling sessions were conducted in the
same room* The room was furnished with a table aad several
comfortable chairs. It was conducive to counseling without
specifically suggesting either pastoral or traditional coun
seling. However, daring the pastoral counseling sessions
the Blbla and other devotional materials were placed in
the rocs, whether thay ware diractly used or not, to provide
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a more appropriate pastoral counseling setting. The room
was equipped with a one-way glass, however, this facility
was only used by the raters in several trial sessions that
were conducted before the final study was begun.
Jaeh of the sessions was tape recorded, although
only the third and sixth interviews were transcribed for
content analysis. 3ven though th � other sessions ware not
used in tha study, all of tha sessions ware raoordad in
order to eliminate an additional variable, tha Introduction
of a tape recorder in the sessions used for the study,
Tha problem of electrical recording of interviews
has bean a concern to tha psychotherapist in tha past and
to the pastor more recently, J, HcV, Hunt addressing the
American Psychological Association in Chicago, September 1,
1951, as president of tha Division of Personality and
Social Psychology, stressed that, contrary to tha qualms
of many psychotherapists about client reactions to tha
electrical recording of interviews, there are objective
stadias showing that tha client resistance is exceedingly
small,2'
Jamas Ditto� studied tha development of sound record
ing of psychotherapeutic iatarviaws in his survay of the
Ho?, Hunt, "Toward An Integrated Program of
Research on Psychotherapy," Journal of Consulting Psychology.
16 (1952), p, 245,
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studies bearing on content analysis, liter tracing the
development, he offers this tarse summary:
How we know--thanks to the courage of thee� re
searchers�that the patient is seldom disturbed
by the recording (and if he is, it is a problem
to be dealt with like any other problem arising
in the therapy), that the essential features of
tha therapy are not changed, and that one can
risk tailing tha patient that one would Ilka to
record his sessions,2*
The experience of Bollard and iuld in working with record
ings has given them the conviction that a researcher ought
to gat tha best possible sound recording to uss as raw
material for hie scientific work,25 This represents the
standard practice in psychotherapeutic research today.
Prom tha pastoral counseling view, there remains a
great deal of concern about tha use of recording equipment
in the counseling session. Share was some concern that
this would ba a distorting factor in tha pastoral counseling
sessions and thus prevent en objective comparison, Hlltner
and Colston also used electronic recording equipment in
thilr study of pastoral counseling and ware likewise appre
hensive that It might be an unwelcome and even impossible
intrusion into tha pastor-parishloaer relationship. Their
2*DIttes, "Previous Studies Bearing on Content Analysis
of Psychotherapy," Bollard and mid, on. clt.. p. 350.
25Ibld.
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study confirmed that such a fear was groundless, since tha
Majority of tha persons counseled at the church responded
with a good degree of enthusiasm,
26
In tha trial counseling
sessions conducted in this study, it was found th�.t when the
aqulpaent was not placed in as overly conspicuous place, and
was handled in a mattar-of-fact way by the counselor, that
there waa no appreciable difference in tha patiaat's response,
The counseling sessions ware thirty minutes In length
and ware conducted between the hours of 9? 00 a,m, and
11:00 a,m, iach patient was mat on his ward by the coun
selor and escorted to tha counseling room*
selection of Patients
In order to avoid tha inherent variable involved in
using different patients in the study, it was decided that
the patients should all be chosen from a group suffering
with soma kind of depression at tha time of their admission,
Another factor in tha choice of tha patient:; was to use
tha acuta sufferer, ths newly admitted patient. All of
the patients used were first seen within a week after thair
admission to the hospital, Buring the time th. t tha patients
were seen in this study, they ware not receiving any special
Hlltner aad Colston, oj>. clt.. p, 17
37
kind of therapy, such as special drugs or electro-convulsive
treatment. The religious affiliation of the patient was
not a part of tha criteria for selection in the study,
although all of tha patients ware of Protestant persuasion.
Tha basic criteria for selection was that the patient he a
nawly admitted patlant, suffering from soma form of depres
sion, and free from any extensive therapeutic variable that
might distort tha study. The selection of tha patients
was aad a by tha Kentucky Mantal Health Foundation at
Kentucky State Hospital.
Description of patients
The patients selected for this study Included three
man and three woman. The ages of the patients rangad from
27 years to 75 years. In between this spread in age, the
other four ware concentrated la a seven year span fro� the
mid 40's to the early 50' s. Four of the patients ware
married, one was a widow and one was divorced. 111 of
tha patients had children. For two of the pat1ants this
was their first admission to tha hospital; three of them
had been admitted once before; and ona had been previously
admitted twice. It the writing of this paper, ona of tha
patients has been discharged from the hospit :1 aad the
others are on convalescent leave to thair home -s,
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At the time of their admission three of the patients
were diagnosed as suffering with a psychoneurotic disorder.
In contrast to tha psychotio patient, those suffering with
peychoneurotic disorders do not exhibit gross distortions
or falsification of external reality, and thay do not present
gross disorganization of the personality.27 These same
three patients ware presenting a deprassiva reaction within
tha general classification of psyohoneurotic disorder. The
anxiety expressed in this kind of reaction Is allayed, and
hence partially relieved by depression aad self-depraciation.28
Tha other three patients were diagnosed as exper
iencing psychotic disorders. These disorders are character
ized by a varying degree of personality disintegration and
failure to test and evaluate correctly various aspects of
external reality.29
One of these patients was diagnosed manic depressive
reaction, depressed type. In this case the individual vas
manifesting an outstanding depression of mood. Uneasiness
and agitation ware also evidenced.
^Diagnostic and Statistical Manual itental Disorders
(Washington, P.O. ; American Psychiatric' Association Mental'




Another patiant was diagnosed as psychotic depressive
reaction* Pat iante classified as such are severely de
pressed and aanlfast evidence of gross misinterpretation
of reality,30
She last patient was diagnosed as involutional
psychotic reaction, Soae cases are characterized chiefly
by depression,31
fha diagnostic description of tha pat 1oats shows
clearly that they ware all suffering with a degree of
depression. It tha outsat of the study it was anticipated
that tha patients would raaain in tha psychoneurotic
category; however, as tha, project developed it waa neces
sary to include those whos� reactions ware mora varied*
III* B4SULTS
Rating, technique
Tha rating technique adapted by Lea and Baldwin at
Kentucky State Hospital was rather objective* Tha utterance
unit was chosen as tha unit for analysis because within it




aad the patiant do.52 And this study was oae in which tha
latarrelatsdness between patiant and counselor was signif
icant for purposes of comparison. However, Dittos1 caution
wag headed, that sometimes in tha utterance unit the
patient 't>, thought may turn in several directions and
necas itate a careful evaluation by tha rater.
The thl^d and sixth interview with each patiant
was transcribed and carefully checked for accuracy by the
author. In each interview all of the patient's utterances
were than cut apart from tha rest of tha interview. Tha
utt jmnc.5 unit;, war ? then randomly sorted and placed In an
envelope with a label Inside, giving tha name, numbar, and
kind of Interview, whether pastoral couaaaliag or traditloaal
counseling. The two raters then rated e,ch interview accord
ing to tha categories of discomfort and relief without
knowing what kind of interview each waa rating and without
tha context of the interview entering in as a variabla.
Utterances that contained elements of both discomfort and
relief ware out apart and appropriately categorised. All
of the neutral utterances wara given a neutral status. After
ona of tha raters had rated an interview, the author cal
culated tha D#a.Q# by counting all of tha discomfort
�^Dittos, "Previous Studies Bearing on Content Analysis
of Psychotherapy, * Bollard and Auld, e>p.. clt. . p. 341.
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uttsranoes and dividing that number by all of tha di-comfort
utterances and tha relief uttarancas combined.3*5 Tha utter
ances were than randomly sorted again and given to the other
rater: tha same procedure followed. In this way, tha raters
wars not awara of the kind of interview thay were rating,
nor were they influenced by tha progression or context of
tha interview* This offered a rather objective way of
evaluating the two kinds of counseling,
Interrater Ratability
Tha mean ratings of tha two r iters, Lee and Baldwin,
clinical psychologists in tha Kentucky Mental Health
Foundation at Kentucky State Hospital, ware used in cal
culating tha B,R,Q. for each counseling session* The raters
showed an impressively high consistency in ratlngj tha
interrater reliability coefficient based on a rank order
correlation for all twelve sessions was ,95,
Hating Results3^
Patient number (1) showed tha greatest amount of
difference between the two kinds of counseling sessions.
The traditional counseling session, which was tha sixth
33cf. supra, i p* 77,
34,See Figure 2, p, 9*.
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interview, had a D,R.Q. of ,85, the pastoral counseling
session was rated ,435. the difference between the two
sessions was .425,
Patient number (2) showed an appreciable amount of
difference between the two kinds of counseling sessions.
The traditloaal counseling, tha sixth interview, had a
l.a.Q. of ,73. Tha pastoral counseling session had a D.R.Q.
of ,535* The difference between the two sessions was ,195,
Patient number (3) showed a similar degree of differ
ence with patient number (2}, Again the traditloaal
counseling sasslon was the sixth interview. The D.R.Q,
was ,855. The D.R.Q, for tha pastoral counseling session
was .665* The difference between tha sessions was ,19,
Patient number (4) showed a small drop in discomfort
in the pastoral counseling session in comparison with
traditloaal counseling. The traditional counseling session,
which was the third Interview had a D.R.Q, of ,85, whereas
the pastoral counseling session was rated .8325; a differ
ence of only #175 between the two kinds of counseling
sessions*
Patient number (5) showed practically no difference
between the two kinds of counseling sessions. The tradi
tional counseling session had a B.1.Q, of .7125. It was the
third interview. The pastoral counseling session D.R.Q, was
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�7175* Tha difference Between the sessions was only ,0050,
showing a very slight reduction of dlscoafort in the tradi
tional counseling session in comparison with the pastoral
counseling session*
Patient number (6) also reflected almost no appreci
able amount of difference between the two kinds of counseling
sessions. The traditional counseling session was the third
interview la the series* the D.R.Q. was .825. fha pastoral
counseling session rated .815, a matter of .01 In measurable
difference between tha two kinds of sessions.
The mean Discomfort Relief Quotlaat for tha traditional
sessloas was .80. The mean Discomfort Relief Cuotlant for
tha pastoral counseling sessions was .67. The difference In
mean Discomfort Relief Quotients for the traditional counsel
ing sessions aad tha pastoral counseling sessions waa .13*
This amount of change is a scientifically significant degree
of difference at tha .05 level of confidence, using students
t-tast.35




1. Mala: psyohonourotlo disorder
depressive reaction (6) .85 (3) .435
2, Sale: manic daprassiva raaotlon
depressed type (6) .73 (3) .535
3. Females psyehonaurotle disorder
daprassiva reaction (6) .855 (3) .665
4. Male: psychoneurotic disorder
depressive reaction (3) .85 (6) .8325
5. Females psychoneurotic disorder
depressive reaction (3) .7125 (6) .7175
6. Female: Involution psychotic
reaction (3) .825 (6) .8X5
4.8225 4,0000
* � .80375 I * .6667
FIOURJ 2
Discomfort Relief Quotients in traditloaal counseling
(T.O. ) compared with pastoral counseling (P.O.) sessions.
The quotients reported are mean ratings for two raters.
The higher tha quotient tha mora discomfort is manifested.
IV. 00HCDUSIQ8
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la drawing conclusions from thasa results one must
acknowledge that the D.R.Q. is a system that has a high
reliability rata, but ona that does not take into account
many of the intricate aspects of counseling. Thus, ona
should draw conclusions from this study with this reserve
in mind. It was not tha purpose of tha study to prove one
kind of counseling superior to the other, but rather to
compare pastoral counseling and traditional counseling in
an objective setting. Tha guiding hypothesis was that
pastoral counseling is as appreciably effective as tradi
tional counseling in thi treatment of parsons with religious
orientation and suffering with acuta mental lllnaas.
Many conclusions could be Inferred from this study,
but further research would have to ba dona to test tha
validity of them. This study has simply and precisely shown
that tha mean discomfort experienced by the patients was
significantly lower in pastoral counseling when compared to
traditional counseling. This is an indication that pastoral
counseling is appreciably as effective as traditional
counseling in the treatment of patients with religious
orientation and suffering fro� acute mental Illness.
V. SUMMARY
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The research for this chapter was carried on under
the supervision of the Kentucky Mental Health Foundation at
Kentucky State Hospital* The purpose of the project was
to pursue as objective study of pastoral counseling.
Objectivity and simplicity were primary aspects of the
study, A guiding hypothesis was formulated! pastoral coun
seling is as comparably effective as traditional counseling
in the treatment of persons with religious orientation aad
suffering from acute mental Illness, The hypothesis was
validated within the limits of the study, but another
significant purpose was that the study would stimulate
further research.
Content analysis, an objective method of assessing
verbal productions of interviews or written documents: , has
proven to be an effective method of analysing psychothera
peutic interviews. An early form of content analysis is
the Discomfort Relief Quotient, This particular method �f
evaluation was chosen for this study becauae of its
objectivity aad high reliability, A criticise that this
method doe 3 not capture the finer aspects of psychotherapy
was considered but found not to be significantly relevant
to this stud/.
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Tha experimental procadura was conduct ad simply and
with as few variables as possible. Tha study called for
six patients to ba seen for six interviews. Thay ware
newly admitted patients, all oxperisnclng some form of
depression. Three of the sessions v.are pastoral counseling
sessions and the other three were traditional counseling
sessions. The third and sixth interviews with each patient
ware transcribe and evaluated for tha r., . by two clinical
psychologists. Tha Interrater reliability coefficient re
vealed an impressively high consistency.
Tho study was limited by tha small sampling of
patient l, tha disparity in age, and tha incidence of hos
pital admissions.
The results of tha rating showed a significant
reduction of discomfort In the pastoral counseling sessions
as compared with tha traditional counseling sessions.
CHA.PT iR V
8BMMART AHB COflCLCilOIS
The investigation entailed in the development of this
study has been pursued from the point of critical analysis
and experimental evaluation. The project has bees carried
on for the purpose of demonstrating in an objective manner
that pastoral counseling is an effective means of treating
mentally ill persons. The conclusions have been warranted
by tha data of tha ensuing research aad by the writar'a
orientation and bias. Other Investigators may arrive at
the same and mora extensive conclusions according to thair
own reasons. These conclusions may not be the only con*
elusions that can ba inferred from tha study, but these are
assured by tha evidence according to tha author's view.
further investigation is welcomed from any point of viaw.
The initial part of tha study was devoted to a
description of tha religious resources utilised in pastoral
care. Tha conoapt of pastoral care was defined and the
use of religious resources was shown to be a valid endeavor.
Five essential assumptions ware formulated as a basis for
tha study �
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1, Resources In pastoral care that derive from the
sovereignty of Sod, tha supreme lordship of Christ, and tha
praaenoe of the Holy Spirit were diucusaad. Tha validity
of revelatory theological statements: was presented. The
doctrine of tha Trinity was shown to he relevant in pastoral
eara, Christology was found to he at tha center of the
care of souls, Tha Holy Spirit is indispensable in tha work
of pastoral eara,
2. Resources in pastoral eara that derive from the
universal priesthood of believers and tha consequent worth
of tha individual were analyzed, Tha sacredness of person
ality was established. Intiaete inner attitudes are dealt
with In pastoral care. Techniques in pastoral eara are
always subservient to individual uniqueness,
3, Resources la pastoral care that darlva from tha
common need of man and the sufficiency of God 'a grace were
treated, Man's estrangement from Sod was indicated as the
common plight of man, A personal faith in Sod was offered
as tha only solution to tha universal quandary of man, A
personal faith la Sod was shown to extend to our fellowmen,
Tha feeling of acceptaaoa was identified as a significant
resource, Tha doctrine of forgiveness was found to be
closely connected with tha concept of acceptance, A vital
relationship between fergivaness and tha practice of
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oonfeealon was sustained. Justification by faith was shown
to be a prims resource. The doctrine of sanctifioation and
tha deeper understanding of Christian holiness was substan
tiated as an Indispensable element In pastoral care. The
principle of assurance was related to the care of souls.
The essential means of grace war j enumerated. The sacraments
ware noted to bo effective resources. The Word of God as the
Holy Scripture was related to the present activity of the
Holy Spirit, Prayer was shown to be at the vary center of
all pastoral care, A threefold form for prayer in the care
of souls was discussed. Prayer as a resource for the eoun-
selee was further developed,
4, Resources in pastoral eara that derive from the
concept of the church as the Christian community of believera
were presented, Tha community aspect of the church was de
fined* The possibility of therapy in church groups was
discussed* Tha sinister as "pastoral director" waa presented
in this context*
5* finally, resources in pastoral care that derive
from tha concept �f tha Christian pastor as an authentic
person were dealt with. The office and person of
the pastor
as a representative of Sod constituted a major resource,
Tha oreatlva relationship between pastor and people was
verified. Pastoral calling as a resource was shown to
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correspond to the pastor as person. In conclusion, pa?toral
preaching was related to counseling.
Proa tha early part of tha study it say be concluded
that tha religious resources of pastoral care are well form
ulated and meaningful resource*, thay hava not only been
revealed by Sod through Us Word, but have been developed
through deep experianees of human relationship. Significant
aspects of Ufa are intimately affected by these resources.
The distinctively rallglous resources in pastoral care are
valid in all circumstances of life.
Tha seooad phase of the study was a survey of the
various religious resources analysed in the first part of
the study, in the context of pastoral counseling with the
mentally 111. In this regard some b tsle clarifications
were made. A positive definition of religion was shows to
ba in agreement with the purposes of psychotherapy. Pastoral
counseling was defined in tha terms of a co-operative rela
tionship between Sod and men. Mental illness was shown to
be mora than the mere absence of health, and that a moral
Issue was not to be confused with it. It was shown that
religion is overcoming tha stigma assigned it by some
pioneering psyehotheraplsts in the Freudian tradition, and
that religion is increasingly being recognised as a resource
for mental health. It waa indicated that resources utilised
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la pastoral oars can be authentically related la pastoral
couasellng with mental patients.
Proa this portioa of the study It may be concluded
that religious resources can be effectively used la coun
seling with mental pat isate. Religion may either be a
positive, integrating factor, or it may be used destructively
and hinder the healthy development of personality. The
generalization that religion is harmful to good mental
health is not valid. The processes of psychotherapy are
not atagonistic with realistic religion. The pastoral
oounselor may expectantly offer religious resources In the
care of the mentally 111 providing they era realistically
oriented and the patient is free to make an authentic
response to them.
The third aspect of the study was an objective
approach toward evaluating pastoral counseling methods in
comparison with traditional counseling, In the treatment of
mentally ill patients. The study was pursued as a research
project with the Kentucky Department of Mental Health at
Kentucky State Hospital, The limitations of the project
provided that it be of modest stature. Objectivity was
the primary goal in the present study with an additional
hope that it may stimulate further study. The guiding
hypothesis for this study was that pastoral counseling
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is as comparably effective as traditloaal counseling la
the treatment of persons with religious orieatatloa aad
suffering with acute mental Illness, According to the
resultant research data, together with the limitations of
the project, the hypothesis was confirmed,
fha research method adopted was that of content
analysis. Because of the simplicity of tha present study
and the emphasis given to objectivity, tha Discomfort Relief
Quotient was used. It calls for the content of tha inter
views to be divided into arbitrary units aad categorised
according to discomfort or relief. In this way, two kinds
of counseling can be objectively compared, The utterance
unit was chosen because in this unit there is lees loss of
connection between the relationship of patient and counselor.
Only the patient's responses were analysed in this study,
Tha study used six patients in a series of six inter
views each, Tha patients were selected by the Kentucky
Mental Health Foundation at Kentucky State Hospital} all
ware newly admitted to tha hospital, ware experiencing a
form of depression, aad were not given any extensive treatment
that might tend to distort tha study. Three of the interviews
were pastoral counseling sessions and three were traditional
counseling sessions. The sessions ware tape recorded and tha
third aad sixth Interviews of each patiaat wera transcribed.
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Two clinical psychologists rated the Interviews according
to the Discomfort Belief Quotient without knowing which kind
of sessions thay ware rating, because tha patient's responses
had been out from the context of the interviews and randomly
sorted for precise objectivity. The results of tha data
revealed a significant reduction of discomfort la the pastoral
counseling sessions la comparison with tha traditional counsel
ing interviews. This research supports tha thesis that pas
toral counseling la as comparably effective as traditional
counseling in tha treatment of acutely depressed patients with
religious orientation,
tha author is wall aware of the limitations of tha
particular method of content analysis that waa used for this
study. However, the study was not pursued with tha thought
of exhausting all research avanuas, but rather to test oae
simple aspect of the problem and to open the way for further
investigation,
A particular study could readily be applied to tha
subject and land a significant degree of validity to it.
This project would be to study tha therapist in both kinds
of counseling sessions to see if there was any amount of
change that might account for tha difference that was
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establishes by the study, Charles B, Truax, presently at
the University of Kentucky, developed a scale for the
measurement of accurate empathy, Shis measurement would
readily adapt to such a study.
This study was intentionally llrdted to patients with
Brotastant religious orientation* further study with
patients possessing nominal religious preferences or even
holding antagonistic opinions toward religion could be
utilized la an effort to test the universality of pastoral
counseling in comparison with traditional counseling.
Certainly thera are many other objective studies that
can be applied to this particular study and within tha
developing field of religion and aantal health la general.
"May such study come."
^Charles B, Smaax, "A Seals for the measurement of
Accurate astpathy," Blscusslon Papers (Madison? Wisconsin
Psychiatric Institute, 20, Seplamber, 1961), PP. 1-21.
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